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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

erted upon it proceeding from the person; that shall stand for attributes of spirit life; should suffer. This is legitimate and by
to see the chill, dull atmosphere of mortal this we learn wisdom and self-government.
one rod would be as good as another.
B y M rs . E . L . W a t s o n , a t M e t r o p o li t a n
Q.—Lost Sunday evening you condemned rev being glittering with ten thonsand starry
S k o n d P a c e . — G lim p ses in S p irit L a n d — N o . 3: M issio n
T e m p le , S u n d a y F e b . 2 8 . 1886.
Q.—How shall wc harmonize as Spiritualists?
olution as if it necessarily meant war: should we thoughts that have their birth in God’s
and W o r k o f S p iritu a lism : P c n u m b ra l S k e tc h e s : R e 
merely
reform
the
existing
institutions,
or
pull
A.—Be glad for every truth that comes
own
bosom—this
it
is
to
labor
well
and
in c a rn a tio n ; A Curious E x p e r ie n c e ; B o rn A f t e r his
(Kept
! by G . H . H a*
them up by the roots, as you said of our educa to earn rich happiness.
Mothers* Burial, etc.
And
this,!
to
each and blend all these truths into
IN V O C A T IO N .
tional department?
whether we know it or not, is the object a sweet bouquet of fragrant, fraternal
T h ird P age .— “ Leaflets of Truth;’* A n o th e r Remarka
Divine Intelligence, whom men call God, so|
A.—Revolution that means war is and aim of every human soul. Though thoughts. Make others joyous with your
ble C a s e ; An Inspired C o w - B o y ; Heaven and Hell;
If A Strikes B , What B Should Do; Thinkers; A Few great Thou art and yet so tender to the least of sometimes right a n d ‘desirable; but revo now we lose our way; though we now see smile and rejoice in each others gifts. It
I
these
Thy
created
souls!
This
Sabbath
hour
wel
Words to Mediums; The Helping Hand; The Old
lution, which means radical reform, with-l not into the mystery by which we are surf is nature’s vast variety that makes the
[leave our daily care and come to Thee, asking
W ay, etc.
guidance, such as Thou alone canst give; Thy out the shedding of blood, is certainly] rounded; though vain seems all our labor charm and loveliness by which we are surF o u r th P ack . —<Editorials) The Better W ay; Peace wisdom shall be light unto our ignorance; Thy more desirable and always to be labored and impossible to attain the hights and the | rounded.
Truth refracts her light accord
After the Storm; Reincarnation; Psychic Forms; "W a s love shall quench our fires of hate; Thy harmony for in place of violence and destruction. vast plains out-lying there beneath the! ing to the needs of each, and what is food
Christ a Christian?*’ Good at Last; Thirteen; Ever destroy our discords, until our lives flow on into|
Generally speaking, reform of existing gorgeous sun of wisdom’s day, still the for one may be poison to another. It is
Near; Budhism; Financial Mistakes; Baby Toilers; that melody which makes the life and glory of
institutions
is more practicable. Men steps are possible; they were carved by our different states that create our dif
Voting; Darkness; " Leaflets o f Truth;** The Camp Thyself.
ferent necessities. Nature satisfies every
Meeting.
I O Spirit, toward whom all human beings turn grow slowly, and everything in nature and the law of God.
when in their sorest need, and to whom all soulsl human society tends to amelioration.
By and by the mist will melt away and claim we have upon her, and strives to
"Fi f t h P a g e .— Editorial Notes; A Trip to the Garden
are evermore indebted for all the joys of life,! Sometimes it is necessary for the preserva the rough stone of life, which like that mete out to each what is their due.
C S tjl News and Other Items; A Good Word for Me
Thou canst convert our griefs into such good that|
How shall we harmonize as Spiritualists?
diums; Answers to Questions continued; Advertise we shall be more glad for them than for many of tion of the planet that there should be a quarried there in nature’s mighty ware
liberation of accumulated forces, and as house, awaits the artist’s hand to give it Be in your individual life from envy and
ments, etc.
life’s joys.
O Soul of Things, Thou shincst in every star; the result we have the active volcano, and form, will by the slow dropping of ourhu-j jealousy so free that if a man succeeds
S i x t h P a c k .—Spirit World; its Nature and Location;
Why Not? After Death—What? Type-Writing and Thy voice is heard in every low, sweet harmony; violent earthquake. But in the usual] man tears reveal a diviner shape. And ini where you have failed, you clap your hands
Thou rockest the mighty deep and thrillcst the order of creation, amelioration, reform, is these ways so wondrous and so little for joy, knowing that the strength which
Love; Presentiments; The Problem of Life, etc.
blessed land where we have found such tender the rule. There is constantly going on| known by us, God works His will with men he has shown indwells within yourself.
S k v k n t h P a c k . — Serious Oddities; Science: Professional
rest, such delicious food, and which, canopied by about us in the material world revolutions
How harmonize? Let all these notes
until at last that blessed vision which
Cards; Publications; Advertisements; etc.
these splendid skies, has become a beautiful
and reforms so gradual that we can! glows before us all and which we name from this mighty^instrument which we call
E i g h t h P a g e .— The City of the Living: Esoteric; What Ihome for man.
O Spirit, though we are small and weak. Thy scarcely note the changes as they come, our happiness, shall be fulfilled, and each nature, blend their tones in one grand, earn
is the Use? The Kingdom of Love; The Sensible Girl;
Igreatness is such that Thou canst give to us and and must take a look backward in order soul know why it is here, why it has waited est effort for thegood ofall. If you cling
Advertisements, Publications, etc.
feel no loss; Thy patience, too, is infinite, and to see how great the change.
long, why toiled and struggled against a unto your ism simply for the sake of pride
though we falter and loiter on this upward way,
As
a
general
thing,
we
live
the
best
we
cruel fate—a fate that at last becomes its and feel yourself so wise that you can not
Thou ever callest softly unto each and waiteth
GEMS OF THOUGHT.
there within the splendors of Thine eternal self can; each of us live as near as possible to servant, and shapes the higher life to which listen to another’s speech, then there are
the standards of life which we are able to it was born and of which it is the natural lessons for you to learn before you are
hood until we reach Thy feet.
There is no difficulty to him who wills.
O Spirit, Thou wilt let this service be a help to clearly see, which are growths of our own heir.
worthy, to become grand Nature’s pupil.
all our daily tasks; though we are bounded by mentality.
—Kossuth.
We must think the good
If you are a Spiritualist you stand just
Q.—If
the
spirit
world
occupies
the
siderial
the chill and wintry air, and though the skies are thought before we can perform the good
within
the border line of a vast immensity
heavens,
does
it
revolve
with
the
earth,
accom
For that I am I know, because I think. somewhat curtained from our gaze, we know that act—thought comes before action; but
of truth; you hold the key of such treas
panying it on a common axis?
Thy love, when it shall fill our hearts, will warm
— D ry den.
this place and make it glow like the heart of that, too, might result from this gradual
A.—Most assuredly. And each day of ury as never yet was poured'upon the
Nature bespeaks reform on natural life adds something to ‘ the spirit world, and your heart is so full of love
Thought alone is eternal.- -Given Mere- Summer. We know Thou dost convert the growth.
grossest form into something more beautiful than every hand. Change is imminent every
there is no room for hate or jealousy.
dith.
w.
now our eyes caff look atpon. We know that where ; a change frrirtr better to best is the world. Around about this earth rises
How.harmonize ?.. -By feeling glad for
that
higher
plane
of
being;
the
very
Thought is a motion of matter.— Moles- what we now call nature’s laws, are but Thy will aim of all nature’? activities. So that in flowers give off this moment something to every angel visitant through whomsoever
expressing itself in this complex thing we call
chott.
suffering the wrongs that exist in society that spirit world. Swinging rhythmical it may be made known; for every touch
our life.
O
Spirit,
however
crude
the
altar
man
may
There is no darkness but ignorance. rear, however humble the offering of praise he to continue, nature is simply waiting for with yout own sad earth, the shining of heaven’s hand upon the sore and bleed
the right time; she is ripening her forces,
ing heart of poor humanity; for every flash
Shaksfeare.
brings to Thee, we know that Thou dost accept making due preparation for the transition, heaven to which your eyes uplift, travels of light that kindles here within the heart
with
you
through
space
with
the
same
it all. Even as the day’s glory is made up of
Tis the mind that makes the body rich. shadow and shine of earth and sky, of all these so that nothing shall be premature.
rapidity and with like motion and on a simi and leaves love's image there.
—Skakspeare.
As I have said, the shedding of blood lar axis. The same sweet sun that kindles
How harmonize? Feel the glory of
countless forms that whirl and swim, so are all
our lives counted by Thee as a part of that great is needful, but, as a general thing, nature’s now your atmosphere, sends down its won man’s estate while here on earth and long
There are thoughts that make man, harmony and jpy in which Thou dwellest. Oh, methods of revolution are those that come
to educate the world in these dear princi
man.— Yount.
let us lean on Thee in such sweet trust that we by slow ripening of life’s forces, the grad drous refracting rays into that outer in ples which make it known that humanity is
visible sphere which we have found to be
nevermore may go astray or feel a doubt of Thy
ual dawning upon the human conscious the spirit world. It is the product of your already divine; divine in its nature from its
What is the hardest thing in the world ? wisdom and Thy kindness.
Let those who are burdened, in whose hearts ness of better possibilities and higher earth as e’en now your bodies are; and so, outermost rim to its innermost core, and
To think.—Emerson.
are storms of bitter fears, and whose vision is all states.
also, are your souls. Even as the body’s shining -with prophecies that are as sure
The truest self-respect is not to think of distorted, behold Thee in Thy loveliness as Thou
Q.—Is
happiness
the
chief
object
of
life?
life gives off its emanations to the surround to be fulfilled as the stars shall keep their
dost now appear in fragrant flowers lying at our
self.—H. IV. Beecher.
place, notwithstanding all our wild dis
feet and lifting up their perfume full of gratitude
Happiness is the fruit of right living; ing atmosphere, adding to its beauty, so
pute.
from
the
spirit
indwelling
are
going
forth
to-Thee.
Let
us
be
like
them,
our
hearts
breath
Men are as their thoughts, for in thought
happiness is the natural consequence of
Oh, friends, be glad for every altar and
ing forth sweetness and joy. .
the elements to help build the objective
their lives are wrought.
obedience
to
the
laws
of
your
constitu
shrine in the world, reared by Catholic or
Thou Life of all the world, wc lie in the arms
life
of
that
spirit
world
which
revolves
one
tion. You can not, therefore, separate
by Atheist, or by whomsoever else, for in
Thought has ever been the great factor of Thy sweet love e’en as the earth in her dear happiness from the good, and we can with your earth.
atmosphere, mantled and o’er-broidered with the
it is expressed a dear and tender thought
in civilization.—Becker.
Follow
me
far
out
through
fields
of
space
light of stars, and moon, and sun, so Thou, answer that in this sense it is the chief
Spirit of the earth and air, and all the object of life. Not the happiness of the and you shall behold that each planet has which will bless our sad humanity.
Fill the chamber of thy soul with bright, sweet
How harmonize ? Uproot these stand
wide, wide 'heavens, doth dwell within our body, of the sensuous nature alone', for a spirit world, to which its liberated souls
happy thought-pictures.—PaIonia.
ards which are only a sign of narrowness,
hearts and make Thy temple here; hath bridged
may
travel
when
death
hath
set
the
spirit
the chasm that seemed to lie between us and he who enjoys only the sense of the flesh
and not of wisdom, and know that great
AVe bring forth weeds
those we love, who have tasted death and the know not great joy; it is only he who free. Each planet is kissed by the air of ness is that does; live your life so truly
When our quick minds lie still.
its
own
native
heaven,
and
each
soul
bom
glories of the resurrection hour.
finds this a step and uses it for mounting
—Shakepeare.
O Heart of Good, we trust in Thee to bring to higher altitudes who knows the joy of from the lower earth may safely ascend, that you shall feel it is one with all the
all our ignorance, and pain, and sin, such living; he, who feeling that he has tri guided by accompanying guardian souls, heavenly harmonies; so filled with good
The garden of our thoughts should be from
ness that it will be no wonder that angels
beauty as shall seem like 1these sweet flowers
well watered from the fountain of tnith. whose roots and germs were buried first within umphed over sense, who has fought who have watched over it from the cradle come and visit us and make themselves
unto
life’s
sunset.
—Patonia.
the dark, dread bosom of the earth, and then bravely with temptations and won the
Your earth passed through a long period manifest in our homes.
came forth at the invitation of the sun and victory. Then, sweeter than the shout of
How harmonize ? Oh, let your thoughts
The most beautiful faces are those laughed and smiled and made their fragrance happy soldiery when victory for them is of preparation before the appearance of
which wear the impress of great loving sweet for us and Thee; so let our lives, though declared, prouder than the trumpet blare one living thing. Long before there were flow out most tender and pitiful towards
buried now within the darkness. of sensuous
, thoughts.—Patonia.
eyes to behold, there waited the light; him who does the wrong; be so loving
things, bring forth at last the germinal goodness which cries a great man’s power, is the
auricular air existed long before there were towards the one who has grieved and hurt
Virtue dwells at the head of a river, to sleeping there, upreaching to the bending skies consciousness of that man, who has seen ears to hear. By a similar process there you, that you will not rest until he, too,
and laughing back to the sunshine of Thy love what is good and true and been able to
which we can not< get but by rowing all
the sweetness that we have called our own, Iclimb to it and to live it in his soul. To was preparation for the spirit world, and is healed.
against the stream.
Oh, hearts! like the different note9upon
but still is Thine for evermore.
feel one’s self attacked by a thousand for the reception of the first soul that made the key-board of this organ, let your lives
its
way
out
of
this
primary
state.
Go speed the stars of thought,
malignant enemies that make raid upon
On to their shining goals;
There in that ethereal realm you will blend so harmoniously that when each
Q uestion .—There are mediums who are able our virtues,— beings that strive to bind us
The sower scattered broad his seed
to find running' streams of water in the ground through our passions and drag us from find the best of all life’s beauteous things. Ikey is struck it will seem sweeter than the
The wheat thou strew’st be the souls.
by holding a crotched stick or. "divining rod ”
Your own true thoughts will blossom into | other, and all the best.
over the surface; is this the work of spirit guides, that high estate to which we all are heirs fragrance there; all architectural design
Q.—If a robber enters a house and the owner
Thought has not onlv marked the pro or can the phenomena be accounted for on scien —to feel ourselves proclaiming victory
gress of the past ages, but it is the factor tific principles?
over these; to stand upon a battle-field so which is but dimly fashioned here, there of the house kills him, is it a crime?
A.—Most assuredly; a crime against
m the present era which is “ hallowing our
proudly and nobly won, this is to know springs both to perfect proportions. The
A n s w e r . —Both may be true. There I
true happiness. This must be the grand artist’s wondrous workings on, .canvas, that tie of brotherhood which makes the
day.”—H . IV. Becker.
is in the human constitution a sympathy est object of our life; to conquer that though beautiful here, take on fairer shape, criminal and the person sinned against,
Every now and then a man's mind is between all forms and elements in nature. which is pernicious in ourselves, and that! and colorings more delicate in the heavenly one. Most assuredly a crime; for the
stretched by a new idea or sensation, and Man has been truly called the epitome of which militate*s against the highest nature] state.
opportunities that earth may offer to this
never shrinks back to its former dimen
man are wrenched forever from his grasp. v
of
the
soul;
to
conquer
all
things
below!
Q.—If
a
man
is
just
what
nature
made
him,
the universe, combining in his soul and
sions.— O. IV. Holmes.
us, convert chaos into beauteous forms of] and he commits a criminal act as the result of You have taken that which you never can
body all the elements of the physical and life and bring from discord sweetest har-[ his organization, where is the justice in inflicting restore. He shall suffer the consequences
Is not the prayer also a study of truth, spiritual universe.
By the attractions mony. To work all life’s fallow ground;[ physical punishment for the act?
of all his robbing proclivities; he will find
—a sally of the soul into unfound infinite ?|
that he can not fellowship with honest
which
may
thus
exist
between
the
ele
to
tear
up
the
virgin
soil
where
now
may
A.—Nature’s
method
of
educating
the
No man ever prayed heartily without!
ments in his constitution and the elements grow only weeds, and sow it thick with] soul is, to visit the reaction of the action men, and there is that honesty within the
learning something.— N ature.
outside of it he may obtain knowledge as golden seeds that abound with life most upon that soul. To suffer the consequence most dishonest soul that causes a feeling
beautiful impatient to burst forth into of our acts here in the physical realm gives of pain and wildest grief when it realizes it
What we call miracles and wonders of]
bloom and sacred fruits; and where there us knowledge of the nature of the forces is not welcome among the good. He
art are not so to him who created them; for to deposits of ore, water, etc.
But in my opinion it is more reasonable are desert wastes afar, o’er sweeping which by which we are surrounded and with whose outward life is at variance with his
they were created by the natural move
ments of his own great soul.—Longfelloiv. to suppose that in the instances of this are scorching winds of bitter passion; to which we have to deal. Nature’s punish inner self will suffer the consequences
turn into these the fresh, full, silvery tides ments are always for education and reform which justice will visit upon him in various
A thought is often original, though you nature to which the most of you could of spiritual being until the banks shall and never for the satisfaction of any venge ways.
f ll S T PAG 1.— G e m s o f T h o u g h t: A n s w e rs t o Q u e stio n s .

have uttered it a hundred times. It has refer, there was a sensibility to spiritual
come to you over a new route, by a new intelligence, that it was the result of
and express train of associations.^-#. IV. psychical influences exerted by some spirit
Holmes.
friend who was near and interested in
I believe that for every active mind, in your investigations and experiments.
its own direction, there is a thought wak Certainly a spirit would have power to do
ing every morning,—a new thought, that this; but that there is any quality in the
every day brings new instruction and facil
ity; that even in dreams of the night, we rod used that determines this, we do not
believe. It is simply a magnetic force exare helped forward.— Emerson .

overflow and water all those scorching
sands; until the very atmosphere shall
call from the flashing music of the tides
their soft tributes to fiend them back again
in sweet baptismal rain, and from this
mighty labor of the soul to see those
wastes made to blossom like the rose!
At last to wrench from nature crude
her wondrous secret; to convert her ores
and precious stones into things more fair

ful ire. So should it be with man, and
crime should be dealt with in such a man
ner as to bring the person to their spirit
ual sense and reveal to them their true re
lationship to their fellowmen. When a
man commits a crime as the result of his
oiganism, he should meet with such re
straint, as will educate his soul to higher
things.
The consequence of our acts we each

Take not the life of any man, though he
may be a murderer. Shall the nations sit
in judgment and then take up the glitter
ing knife and perform an act which is
worse than that of him they slay? A
thousand times no!
Take the life of no man; as nation or
individual be guiltless of this crime of rob
bing a man of those earthly opportunities
f Continued on Fifth Ftge.)
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tuff" as Shaks-1
_Sj traveled hack on the line I came up on to
me that some of “ suchl____________
meat; thi- was liili
peare says, “ As dreams arc made of, some of the highest forms of the animal
P
enum
bra!
Sketches.
j
n
u
u
u
i
t
o
w
i
r
a
A
person
approached
6 L H P SC S IN SPIR IT LAND.
becomes slightly an illuminated material kingdom, and when there I knew I had
somewhat advanced in years and said,
when looked at with lens of modem Spirit been there before. My wife said I had
when upon earth his mind was absorbed
Curtin® in
M M Tc Mi Island OwwflwMu»
uali&m, intimating in some cases an intel* been gone just one hour. In that hour I
the
art
of
painting,
his
ambition
had
• t Tbo m W ho in UMn Im w I m u h
seemed to live my life all over as far as I
ligent
method.
5,
the
bright
Oliver We
lit
been to excel the old masters who had
m fro m a n U n n sc u rsd
went hack. I could remember all I had
passed away before him, particularly >poet of our Hub, says in his little work,
formerly passed through, hut when I came
me " Mechanism in thought and morals.**
>ur i i i e m i __________
aphacl.
out
of my trance it was all sealed up, and
Relnoarnation.
wt >
in the side of the room
! the poi
I have only a faint memory, like a dream,
1 • _ ju tifu l and life-like " We all have a double, who is wiser and
The medium after an enti incement of here we ____I>I<____
wtraitof Raphael, so like life I thought it I better than we are, and who puts thoughts • Has the immortal, ever-existing soul, or of it now.
about one hour, returned to her normal
T he world is not all real, as our coarse
would speak; he continued by saying, in I into our heads and words into our mouths. the I am of man been reincarnated through
condkion and related to me as follows:
his youth his devotion to his art was such I I have no doubt we all have a “ double,*' jall gradations of existence below his I vision seems to see it. We do not know
of many real truths, for progression is
I have beet
an *fo®d; we went in a I {jm he had sacrificed domestic happiness, I
1 think 1 can tell some stories of the present form ? If I am answered in the changing old ideas into new ones very
beautiful boat. I was conducted by our 1wealth, and his own spiritual progress;!
“ double,** hut I will not do it now. 1 negative, will some one in the plenitude of fast. All nature is progressing. The truth
friend, sad as we passed along she pointed that his heart was so absorbed in th is o n e I
think the “ double ” referred to by this their wisdom inform me where the im of to-day may he the error of to-morrow.
object
that
everything
else
was
forgotten
I
out what seemed to be a body of land in j
at last. After close devotion to his a rt I bright doctor and |ioet is not the ** double '* mortal soul has been, and what has it been There arc many professors of the different
the distance and said to me, “ That is the in Italy and among the haunts o f th e old
orders of Christianity who seem to think
ol which I am referring and of which I about in the eternity of the past, if it has not all the truths which are essential for our
island we are to visit.” It seemed so masters he had succeeded in gaining fame
will have something to say one of these been coming up through all gradation of future happiness were revealed to mankind
H r . I exclaimed: “ It seems to be a I and distinction as great as Raphael at his
days, if I do not make a bore of myself I unnumbered forms that exist from the in- through inspiration from two to four thou
continent rather than an island! ” We own age; but his too close attention to his ||_____
sand years in the past. The inspiration of
b o d ed and passed along, gently gliding a rt N S entirc,>’ * b“ fbed h “ Jrnind >nd h e Ib e fo rd one of these days arrives. The | finitesimal atom below its present status ?
,
.
went insane upon this one idea. By h is other double <f who is wiser and better Immortality existed in the eternity of the that time, to those people, can not be the
over the land to the centre where there ml6ah deyotion to his a rt he h ad destroyed
inspiration which we need for these days.
than we are,” I think is only another name past as well as it will in the eternal future. We need an inspiration from the truthful,
was an immense building. It was sur- |k^ domestic happiness of himself and his
for guardian spirit, or some invisible and In my opinion, there is one unbrokcnchain advanced denizens of the higher spheres,
rounded by a garden, and streets diverged mends, and now, until he co u l^reg o rel
hich
his
selfishness
had
destroyed;
I
departed
influence, but I will not extend of progression from the least entity, run for our instruction, for progression from
in all directions. We approached a gate I *hat
his progress would be stayed.
I even in that direction now. T he book ning through all gradations of existence those days to these. Require it and we
which was attended by a spirit man, in
, . • —————
1
I could visit no more of the,__
apartments | (hat contained the remark was lying open up to the Anglo-Saxon race, the highest have it. But the superstition and ignor
ance of many churcn members will not
appearance about forty years old. Our at |his ^
There were many of them. | before m e-and the passage marked, and
race of beings known to mortals.
believe it though many have risen from
friend said to him: “ I wish to send news The building was large— three stories high jp
JJust then having read an item of Agassiz,
The law of progression, in order to de that which was supposed to he death, and
to earth regarding this island and its pur-1 — with an immense dome over the center.!"[the distinguished scientist, the marked
pose. I have the vision with me of a me-1 it was formed by a great number of wings passage in Holmes' book by coincidence, velop all there is, must start from the least have informed us there is no death, only a
drum from the planet earth. I wish her converging from that center.
seemed to be an answer to the item, which and so through all grades of existence, to change or reincarnation from one body to
to convey a description as correct as pos— .......... ♦
was in.brief, a fact mentioned in the sci the highest. There are many in the spirit another higher and more progressed.
able to a dear one.’* Upon that we
WHw* S tilt GoMm cm>.
entist’s life, a new work. He had been ual ranks who do not believe in the soul's With respect for all progressive truths I
catered a beautiful garden with walks meMission and Work of Spiritualism.
trying for two weeks to decipher the some reincarnation. I think it is because they do am as ever a true friend to spirit instruc
M. L. S herman .
andering through charming* groves and
. ----what obscure impression of a fossil fish on not understand the signification of this tion.
A
d
r
ia
n
,
Michigan,
Feb., 1886.
bowers, and by Deautiful lakes and fountit is strange that the question should the stone slab in which it was preserved. newly-coined word. It has not the same
aim. over gentle slopes among such exbe g y W What good has Spiritualism Weary and perplexed he put his work meaning that Pythagoras entertained of in
A C u rio u s Experience.
"itiisite beauties as could only be produced ,
_r . . . . .
t
. aside at last and tried to dismiss it from his carnation backward; it means progression
I. the most
mo« nperfect
« f« * taste
taste and
and highest
highest ,r
by
artt I done, or is doing ? Prejudice is calculated mind. Shortly after he waked, one night, of the soul from the lower condition of ex
[\V. S . H askell o f O akland. C a l., in the Religio*Philo*
combined. We ascended a slight eleva Uto thwart the judgment of most people in persuaded that while asleep he had seen istence to be reincarnated into the next
tion, on the top of which was an aquarium its mildest form, for there are degrees of the fish with all the missing features per higher form by the law of unfoldment, as |sophical Journal.)
While in Lowell, Mass., Prof. Cad well
formed of a transparent stone resembling prejudice, and the most extreme phase of fectly restored, but now awake, he tried to each atom is a microcosm of all there is in
the opal. It was round and about twelve it is what generally goes by the misnomer hold the image, but it escaped him; he, nature. T he soul has only to grow out of was giving a series of mesmeric entertain
feet across the top. It was supported on
however, at another time had the. dream I one form that is inherent within itself, to ments, in which I became greatly inter
a stand of scroll-work, having light sup-1 of religious intolerance or bigotry. It again, and before it had escaped him, he the next higher form which existed in its
ports, and stood from the ground about] would be impossible to estimate the suffer being provided with a pencil for such an nature. / The soul does not have to go out ested, and not having seen anything of
the hight of my breast. The water in this ing that mankind has endured,—the tyr [emergency, secured the data and repro side of itself to be reincarnated into any the kind before, I could not believe it pos
beautiful basin was filled with a great anny they have submitted to through this duced the idea. H e hastened to the Ju r-\ form that may grow out of any other atoms, sible that one man could have such won
variety of fish, many new and strange to species of tyranny. Unlike tyranny in din des Plantes and, in chiseling away the forall forms and possibilities are inherent in derful power over another. Being deter
me. My attention was called to one species some other modes, it has been a tyranny surface of the stone under which portions of each soul that they can ever be developed mined to sift the matter, I asked if he
about six inches in length, of a bright both of body and soul. That the gradual the fish proved to be hidden, thus he too. It is the soul, not the body that is rein
could impart the knowledge to others.
red color, and as I looked it changed into progress of the race in intelligence, andl Jsucceededtoclassify.it with ease. Now, carnated.
Assuring me that he could, I took lessons,
a deep blue—from that into a bright gold the rapid diffusion of it through that por it seems, that was a dream; there certainly
When the soul leaves the material body! and to my great surprise I found that I
color and then to white. My friend spoke tion of the press that was untrammeled was an intelligence in it. Was it the the body goes back to the elements it be could influence easy subjects in a wonder
to it and it seemed to recognize her voice; and courageous enough to give utterance “ double wiser than we are ? ” T hat is, I longs to, to be reformed into other ful manner. This knowledge set me to
she called it pet. It came and touched her to the truth, has, and is, doing much of ourself in a higher mental condition ?! bodies, and the souls, cither of the animal
thinking and reasoning thus: If we con
extended hand. I now looked at the late years to emancipate people from this or an intelligence outside exerting itself kingdom or that of man, go into the lower
tinue to live after the change called death,
beautiful aquarium and watched the effect tyranny is evident, yet there is still a vast while the body lay sleeping? It was a order of spirit life, thereto wait until anew
a law that holds good now, might then;
o f the rays of light as they woke up the field for work in this direction, and Spir little singular that Holmes’ item and the material body is prepared, one degree
in other words. If I can control a person’s
beautiful blue of the opal, and lit up the I itualism is one if not the chief factor that Agassiz item should have hove in sight higher than the body it left. T hen the actions under certain conditions, perhaps
changing hues of the beauiful fish inside, | is destined to disperse the last remnant of simultaneously, and it reminds me of aj soul is reincarnated into the newly formed a spirit can do the same. I placed my
and gave off the varied colors of the rain intolerant superstition and dogmatism.
personal experience.
body, begotten by higher developed earth self under the conditions said to be re
bow on the sparkling water.
An interesting circumstance in my ow parents, than the body was that it left, quired for spirit control; the consequence
The leaven of free thought is working
We were accompanied by the person and permeating all grades of society andl experience occurred once, that had alway prior to the one it now occupies. T he was I began to feel some power working
who we met at the entrance, and as he demanding the why*s and wherefore’s off set me to thinking. I had been writing earthly parents only beget a garment, or on me, and coming to California about
conducted us along the charming grounds the stultified theologian,' and also of the! an article on a natural history circumstance a material body fbr the immortal soul, or six months ago, I was controlled to speak,
be called our attention to many curiosities materialistic scientist. The'facts of Spirit I wanted a poetic pointer to head it with the I am of man, to manifest through in and have been ever since. Although I
and symbols of ancient art and thought.
ualism are fortified with an amount of evil Not finding any motto to. suit me, I began order for the soul to gain experience in am convinced o f the reality of spirit con
We approached the building and en dence so voluminous and respectable in its] to write one and getting lengthy but inter the earth’s gross form. T he soul is of too trol, there seems to be a deficiency some
tered one of the wings, which seemed to character that it can no longer be ignored^ esting, I wrote on and succeeded in writing pure a substance to come in direct con where, for my control has given me no
be one laige room in which were several Persecution,, ridicule, and everything that! quite a poem of sixty or seventy lines, and it tact with the grossness of earth. There less than six different names, besides talk
hundred. women. I was now asked to a bigoted priesthood could foster or bring rather pleased me as an article by itself. fore it has to have a medium for itself and ing in a rambling manner, hardly ever
give dose attention and I would be able to bear against it, has only acted like the) I am almost inclined to send it to you, but spirit-casket to dwell in. T he spirit is the 1telling the same story twice, sometimes
to learn for what purpose they were here. boomerang of the New Zealander and re-| I think I will write the circumstance that covering or atmosphere that always en seeming to try to do me harm, andat other
I then learned that these had all been in coils to its hurlers. It is only a matter of] is in my mind and let the poem run. All velops the soul. The spirit changes its times to do me good. I have become
sane upon some one idea. My attention time when the scientific (?) materialist willl I wanted was a beginning to it; it was form, by the influence of the soul, in every rather afraid, so much so that I have left
was called to one who sat near me hold have to admit that there is a power andf bald or ragged in commencement and so body in which it passes through, but the off going to circles or meetings, and seem
ing the miniature of a man in her hand. intelligence existing outside and inde I set out to write a new beginning, and every soul does not change, it ever remains the to feel some better, but the control is with
Before her stood a small figure, apparently pendent of his materialistic matter that effort was a failure. ' There was always a] same divine part of the universal godhead. me just the same, and speaks more or less
in marble, of the same person. My guide defies the scales of his laboratory.
seam, or fracture where I joined the new All the soul ever gains in passing through all every day, when I am alone. I am not
then said to me: ‘**The portrait she
He will be compelled to admit that the head on to the rest, or statue of the poem, gradations of forms is experience. The unconsious, but I have no power to pre
holds is of one she has loved and wronged anatomy of the horse or man is neither I did not not like to give it up and wasted earthly bodies are only garments for the soul vent myself talking at times.
upon earth.” The severe reaction, as she endowed with intelligence or power, but a whole evening and ended in failure, and to put on and off, when they will no longer
Now, Mr. Editor, if any one has had a
realized the extent of the wrongshe had like the steam engine is simply a physical I went to bed, no farther along, or any! answer their'purposes.
I similar experience I would like very much
■done in blighting his life’s happmhss, had structure through which power can be nearer accomplishing the object than
When I speak of souls controlling earthly to have them communicate the same to
made her insane. She is now endeavor demonstrated in accordance with its when I began early in the evening.
bodies, I do not mean to be understood 1
rournaj
ing to restore to him the happiness she power of existence, and, like many other
In my sleep, and it was quite near morn that the soul is of any better materials I
J
has caused him to Jose by returning to scientists who, after an earnest investiga in g ,! found myself dreaming, and was still, than the soul atoms, which compose the
B o r n A ft e r H is M o t h f i r s ’ B urial.—
earth and ministering to him, and just in tion conducted under the most rigid test pencil in hand, composing poetry, or try earthly bodies, but they are much further The Rev. John Lindsey, now preaching
proportion as she does, the picture and conditions that their sagacity could devise, ing to, and found I had succeeded in writ advanced in experience than the soul atoms in Richmond county, Virginia was bora
statue fade from her vision,, and other have been compelled to admit that the ing a fitting head for my purpose. I was !of which the earthly bodies are com posed. four months after his mother! had been
thoughts and a more happy state of mind phenomena they have witnessed were pro aware that I was -asleep and dreaming, ■very atom in the broad universe has buried. His mother, to all appearances,
take their place. And such is her process duced by intelligences beyond our sphere and I was saying to myself, now, what a inherent within itself an immortal unde died, and was buried in Stewartsville
of cure. All those in this apartment were of life. These barriers entirely removed, pity it is that I cannot remember this when reloped soul that will eventually be dc- cemetery. The night following her inter
afflicted in th£ same way.
then mankind will be fully prepared and wake up. It was only six. lines, but I 'eloped up through all conditions of pro- ment, persons, for the purpose of securing
We now passed into the next wing, conditioned to intelligently investigate the seemed to know and remember then so _jjressive forms of existence. Every atom I the jewelry buried with the body, un
where I saw a large number of people. social evils connected with our system, many things in my sleep life that never] ■ a part of nature, and nature will yet de earthed the remains, when consciousness
One of them the guide spoke to and and solve the problem (the problem of the appeared above the surface after I wasf velop all parts of herself. “ All are parts | returned, and she was enabled to return
wked him if he had any objection to re age) how to counteract and destroy the awake, that I felt almost sure that this of one stupendous whole, whose visible IIto her home. Arriving at her late resi
lating the cause of his being there. He tyranny of capital over labor. The tyr would not. I was anxious about it, and bodv nature is and whose invisible body is I dence, she rapped at the door, and was
answered -- no,** and immediately spoke anny of the feudal barons and chiefs, kept reading it over so that I could call Goa the soul.”
answered by her husband, who was over
to a female who stood near, and she kings and despots is relegated to the past. it to mind when I awoke, and then I be
All of our mental faculties seem to joyed to meet again in life his beloved
handed him a purse, an old-fashioned The tyranny of capital has taken their gan reading it, for the last time, slowly change through experience, and in every | w;fCt whom he hadl
~ "^mourned as dead.
knit one, with rings sliding along it. He place; how to meet it is engaging many of over, touching each word, and when I got reincarnation of the soul into higherr Four months afterward the Rev. Mr.
said to me: “ 1 was wild in my youth, our most eminent philosophers. Taking to the lost word, and, pressing it with my forms it has developed a new organ for Lindsey was bom. The mother survived
-reckless, and fond of dissipation. In my past history as a guide, I think it may be supposed pencil, I found I was pressing the experience it gains in that condi several years. This statement is made by
recklessness I stole this purse with a large safely stated as an axiom, “ that every tyr the pillow under my head. I was aw ake,, tion, and it has done so in all of the the Rev. Mr. Lindsey, and is literally true.
sum of money. Jj was detected. My anny will evolve its own remedy.” If pro but had hold of that last word and so didj lower conditions of existence up to our —N . V. Sun.
mother was a widow with a small patri gression is a law or principle inseparable not mentally let go of it, but hauled in present standpoint. Our soul needs all
mony; it took it all to restore the stolen from our planet and all its dependencies, the whole string, got up and wrote it down the experience of those lower forms
The following was telegraphed from
money, for 1 was under age and she was then tfiis in the nature of things must be so, and thus secured it. I certainly had no through which it has passed as much as it New York to the Hipston daily press,
responsible. The effect of this was, with and the sequence must be a remedy found more to do intellectually with the writing needed the experience we have gained Feb. aoth: “ Before Isaac Powelson, of
my increased dissipation, to disease my for existing evils. Spiritualists are largely or composing of those lines of poetry than from our childhood, in order to constitute Bloomfield, N. J ., die p, a year ago, be
mind and cause my death; the stealing of engaged in investigating our social evils, I had with writing Miltbn’s “ Paradise us an intelligent human being; and when I enjoined his wife to never allow his
this purse was the primary cause. I am knowing it to be their duty to improve the Lost ”; that is as a waking intellectual the soul passes out of its present form, I daughter Mary to leave home. Mrs.
now trying to overcome the terrible wrong conditions of the human family, and effort. From a circumstance that occurred and is reincarnated into a more ctherial- |I Powelson and her daughter disagreed last
1 have done by daily visiting earth and thereby facilitate communication between afterwards, I think it was the work, or the ized body, in that form it will develop]| week, and the latter was ordered to leave
endeavoring to restore the lost happiness the two worlds. The present time seems assistance, of a kindly disposed departed a new organ or cell analogous to the cell I the house. As she was (tacking up her
and comfort of my poor mother, and ob pregnant with possibilities of great changes; spirit. I must own, however, the pro of the honeycomb in which the knowledge I things in the room she heard her mother
tain the forgiveness of him from whom I there is an unrest hanging like a pall over duction is hardly grand enough to have re gained in that sphere may be stored. As I scream, and, rushing down stjiirs, found
stole the purse. Until I can do this I the whole civilized world, and a feeling quired celestial aid, but there is the fact all of our knowledge, through experience, j her in a faint. When restored to con
can make no progression. When my and knowledge that many of our still ex that I did not in my normal state do it. from the atom up to our present existence, sciousness, Mrs. Powelson declared that
mother comes to spirit land it will be ac isting institutions, like slavery and polyg Perhaps one of these days I will say more has been stored and sealed up until she had seen the spirit of her dead hus
about it, but will now only add the lines needed, or, like the honey cell, cupped band, an d th a t he had come down from
complished, for then she can have what amy, are dregs of a false social system.
so produced—
over for future use, there has been nothing heaven an d told her not to let their
she is entitled to; but until then I shall
L o m po c .
A. L.
lost in coming up to the present, for we daughter leave home. The daughter re
not be able to fully restore it to her.
1 am not what I teem. Within me dwells
As an illustration of the cosmopolitan An older entity. With it at spells,
have brought all with us.
saw all in this apartment were afflicted in
m a in ed ."
In order to illustrate this more fully I
the same way, and I saw purses innu character of San Francisco, an English
I hold communion as with a start
went into spirit life in my trance state,
The Attm rem arks th at there is an air
merable. I was told that when he traveler, lately visiting here, writes: “ I A star within whose light has traveled far.
strange companion sometimes tells me
and while there my spirit wife, who had of firmness in th e attitu d e of Vermont
had been really forgiven the wrong he had my boots blacked by an African, my This
That
forever
we
have
been
in
company.
been there some thirty years, informed when she enforces her prohibition tew.
had done, the purse would vanish 7rom chin shaved by a European, and my bed
Of course there are dreams and these me that while I was there in spirit I could I One of the Courts of that ~itate has just
his sight and its constant presence no made by an Asiatic; a Frenchman cooked
longer remind him of his great wrong, then my dinner, an Englishman showed me to are dreams. Most every one has had a go back on my life line, which I came j fined John O’Neill $6,000, nd sentenced
he would be in a condition to progress my seat, an Irishman changed my plate, few of the mysterious ones and read of I up on, through [ all of the forms of the him to forty- mne ran and a half I
and leave this island for a more advanced a Chinaman washed my table napkin, and thousands. There are curiosities in dream lower kingdoms. I seemed to unlock a ing liquor, Th<LState Supreme Court
life as there is in literature. It seems to I door that opened into my inner self, and has affirmed this extraordinary sentence.
state. We now passed into a third apart- I German handed me my bill.”

March 13, 1886.]
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A Few W ords to Mediums.
his statement. Up to within the last six
EXPERIENCE DEPARTMENT.
Will of the universe* as he is the Light of
months he has been upon a ranch on the
the world. That which can create.
[L ig h t for Thinkers.)
|T be following • » ■ « " » im portant questions a re from J
borders of the Indian Territory. He has
The light* the warmth* the electricity*
A n o th e r R e m a r k a b l e C a s e .
work ju st published, e ntitled u ab ove. T h e answ ers mrJ
all the characteristics of the cow-boy, but
This class of workers in the spiritual
the life of the world, are the emanations ]
ci .; « r . l to be given through th e private m edium.thip o f J
he fingers like a musician who has given a
Ill y whose nam e is withheld. T h e y a re rem arkable foil I from that which creates and perpetuates.
About twenty-three years after the case 1life to the instrument. He played a vineyard, arc becoming so prevalent* that
Well* every human spirit is a child of
their force o f reasoning, a n d in d icate g re a t clearness o f per-l
we must pay them the respect which num
ception o n the p a rt o f th e controlling sp irit.—E d. O . G . | I I the Father in a spiritual sense* as much as related in my last* 1 witnessed another sonata of Beethoven, a scrap of Schumann
bers demand, as well as the obligations
that
he
had.
and
then
he
improvised.
A
I
the
child
of
the
mother’s
womb
is
body
of
materialization,
so
strong*
so
clear
and
so
1Q u e s t io n .— H o w are w hat are term ed Fire
The spirit of your child may convincing that I have never doubted its cloth was laid over the keys so-that he which their gifts have placed upon us.
Mediums ab le to handle fire w ith out being I her body.
burned ?
could not see them, and he played with
I not be akin to your own spirit so much as truth since.
We do not give sufficient heed to the
the same knowledge of the key-board.
requirements
of mediums—nor observe
Answer.—It is the correlation of forces. I may be that of another child in the re*
Looking back over my life and review
molest ports of the earth. But you and
This remarkable character gave the fol the laws of life which mediumship imposes.
Spirit is a force. Matter is a force. Both IIyour
child and all your children are akin to ing the many evidences 1 have had* of the lowing history of himself.
are expressions of life.
The duties of the public, to the me
“ On one occasion my father bought an
the Father in the spirit. The possibilities of constant ministrations of spirits* it seems
The dominant force is always the native the manifestations of the First Cause are a wonder that I should ever have doubted Iold Chickering piano for twelve bushels of diums, are grave and great—and from,
force. But the spirit force is the intelli illimitable* innumerable; and no manifesta their existence; but our minds are strangely com from a party of emigrants. I was the mediums to the public, sacred and
1then about sixteen years old. My father
tions of intelligence in the universe* how
gent force; that which thinks* reasons* ob ever
diverse* but have likeness and are re constituted* and we often find means of I did not know anything about pianos, but obligatory.
serves* reflects. It is the will force which
It is to the mediums we now desire to
lated to That Which works over all* explaining away* to our partial satisfaction I he thought it would be handy for mother talk.
governs the matter force.
The public will receive due atten
at
least*
that
which,
if
told
to
another*
I
to
iron
on.
It
was
put
in
a
comer*
and
through
all*
in
all.
For
were
any
not
posNow if enough
will1power* or force, be IFsessed of the spiritual essence of the Crcai would be very convincing—so it was in my | the old woman used to cut our clothes on tion and be given advice* in occasional
___
concentrated
port of a medium
. would \be. ,no life....m .them.
.
| case. Though a clairvoyant and clairau- I it* and when she wasn t using it it was doses.
______upon
5.1theany
I tor,. there
native _.•_action
of mat-1
1I .his
. spiritual
_... . essence
_ is
• the
.. .intelligent
. ...
it
Mediums* unto you we turn with hun
all my life, never going very long covered with old harness and potatoes.
.ter—for
_can<■overcome
•___
.
_
c__
|
is a superior
or ruling force.
......
f *,universe, that from
e which
? . . ■client
and thirst, for spiritual bread to sup
without either hearing or seeing some When I was twenty-one 1 started one ger
y
c__'»ill
of
the
. Fire
r:_•isit_one
natural
action
of, the force
„ life
lV comes,
_
Jspirit friend* yet my mind found means to night to go to a round-up. You know port our starving souls. Shall we eat and
.
.
.
.
,
,
.
all
matter* and
inf uHence •it •is obvious
. . . .that
. . . all
.. .intelligence
. ...
away things which ought to have what the boys are out there. We had a drink at the table of culture and refine
c Ato• be _burned,’ or
.. changed
form by
• possessed. ofc will.
.. is
. the
, 0 Wtll\ II explain
been proof positive. How do you think I ride of sixty miles and we stopped half; ment, from viands prepared in cleanliness
1 fire, is a corresponding
v
b action of|.in life is
It
I did it ?
way and got drunk. About three o’clock and purity, by those possessing healthy
r*.;;r‘
_ and• the
., action
.• ofr afire, is
• _a d. e. l -Iin the individual
spirit that
thatJ
But cfire,
• ..JT
, it exist
. makes
.at. all;
„
I knew that my paternal grandfather in the morning I started to go on. My magnetism ?
____.
,
*
.
c__
*
_spirit
what
it
is—that
makes
egated force as differencing from a supe-1 j ^
and an uncle had been all their lives pony got his foot in a gopher-hole and I We, as the public body of Spiritualists* ,
a right to expect mediums to be
rior force—a force caused and perpetu
Because it is life itself it is so little rec | “ troubled ” in the same way; and they threw me* for 1 was pretty full* and broke have
virtuous, temperate, refined and
ated by intelligent force.
ognized or comprehended by the possessor explained it by calling it “ hypochondria." my arm in two places. They had to take honest,
Now for the face or bands of a medium in the first stages of existence.
Many times in babyhood I had heard me back and go to Fort Sill, which was earnest. We have a right to expect you to
your gifts under proper conditions
to be burned by a flame is* of course, a
The growth of intelligence is like a little them deprecate the recurrence of those sixty miles, for a surgeon. Well, I was exercise
and
for
a
proper compensation.
very small action of a very great force* or seed
spells
of
the
“
hypo
”
which
brought
such
laid
up
for
several
months.
One
day
I
planted in the ground; as it puts
possibility* as it exists in nature.
have a right to ask you not to deny
forth one shoot after another* sensing in curious imagery up before them, and wish had a shock. I did not know what it was theWe
source of your powers.
Do you not see that if the intelligent turn the circumstances under which it they could find something which would then, but I know now. It was electricity.
force of the will, concentrated upon that pushes upward (which is its soil) and the relieve them of such tendencies. So* when It tingled down to the ends of my fingers.
We must expect you to consecrate your
small point of action of a delegated or impressions which it receives from contact I began to have similar experiences* I I did not know what was the matter with fives to the fuller development of the me
native force* be superior in power to the Iwith other life about it (which are the air naturally explained it away just as they me. I was scared. I got up and I wanted diumship which spirit friends seek to use.
power of the native force which perpetu-l [and moisture that help or retard its growth) did* by imagination, hallucination, hered to look in that old ‘ planner.' I took the Is it asking too much, to say to you we de
ates continually its equilibrium* it can not the young, struggling shoot of humanity is itary tendency* etc.
harness off and got it open. Then I be sire to see you above any and all reproach
act ? (A native force may be stated to be too busy sensing its own evolutions to
But I started out to tell you about an gan to play. I hope I may die here if I in both daily fife and mediumistic exer
that action which will always, under like pause to feel or strive to undersand the other remarkable case of materialization. know how I did it, but I played it. It cise ? We say to you, that the great pro
conditions* produce like results.)
will within itself that pushes it on and on. It occurred after I had grown to manhood, made me so glad I howled. The old gress being made toward organizing the
The natural action of the fire upon the
Gradually* as it reaches more advanced and had been several years in California. I Iwoman thought I had gone mad. If I forces of Spiritualism for public work
flesh is suspended—held in check—by stages of existence* it begins to realize the had just finished reading those masterly Iever saw the music of it before I hope I among humanity, will necessitate and
force the choosing of only those who are
action of w ill exerted through the flesh; sensation la m —it perceives dimly that by productions of Mr. Darwin, “ The Ori-1 may drop.”
and trustworthy to be placed as
not the will of the medium* but the will ofl force of its own inalienable life it may gin of Species” and the “ Descent of
The Tribune correspondent concludes competent
the combined intelligences acting through! cause.
Man.” Those who have read them will his report by saying that “ this astounding the moral teachers and phenomenal ex
of our philosophy.
her. If she were afraid* or had no faith in
It feels* as it senses more and more its remember how very clear they are, and story is corroborated by several people, positors
Do not be weary in your high calling.
their power—believed it would bum in own selfhood* that it may affect other in how much more they suggest than they and, strange as it may be, is not outside
spite of their efforts—their will could not dividuals less developed in consciousness assert. I had just arisen from them with the range of psychologic phenomena. The Though men may deride and scoff at you*
act; her will would be antagonistic to of individuality, of power* of will.
almost a settled conviction of the truth of fellow plays as one possessed. He has though they may threaten and persecute*
theirs* and render her an active instead of Certain emanations of will, conscious the materialistic theory* and had begun to taken .the rooms on Thirteenth street thbugh they may illy compensate your
a passive agent; and probably enough will or unconscious* of an individual are what conclude that after all—
formerly occupied by Mrs. Langtry, and losses of time and vital forces—yet, un
friends will sustain and bless you*
force could not be concentrated to make has been termed animal magnetism.
is arranging to give a concert here, proba seen
“ Life is but a fleeting show
and
your
rewards will come in good time.
power enough to overcome both her
One of its directed emanations you have
bly at Steinway Hall.”
For man’s illusion given.”
Be true, be steadfast, be hopeful, be zeal
mental force and«the native action of the called mesmerism. (These are emana
In this frame of mind I went to bed one
ous, be unselfish. Take good care what
flame.
H eaven and H ell .—To the secu
tions acting upon other wills.) When the
Hence it is obvious why a jar, any sud-l emanations of the great Over W ill acts night, and almost immediately went to larist there is no heaven or hell. He associations you form. Mediums are too
den or startling action of the audience, through or upon inanimate things it is sleep. The room in which I slept had agrees with the great Persian poet, Omar often encumbered with uncongenial home
might cause her to be burned; it would electricity, it is light, it is heat, it is mo two windows, and on this evening* the Khayjam, who, many centuries ago, elements. They are too -often amidst im
proper business surroundings., Correct
cause her mental force to resume its nor tion, it is force, in differing effects. But full moon’s rays streamed in, making the wrote these magnificent lines:—
ana improve your environments. The
mal active condition* and her passive re- it is always The W ill that is working room almost as light as day. After sleep
ing some time, I awoke|very suddenly, and “ I sent my soul through the invisible,
world needs you and will yet bless you for
ceptibility would be destroyed. Thus the through them.
Some letter of the after-time to spell; /
devoted labors. You are the corner
was instantly as wide awake as I ever was
will power acting upon her would be in
You say there is electricity in your hair in my life. I turned over and faced the
And, by and by, my soul returned to me,
stone of the superstructure of Spiritual
terfered with, for it was acting through her\ when it crackles as you brush it. It is the
And answered, 'I myself am heaven and hell.' ”
ism; and as. such should be cemented
outer side of the ,bed,.and there, standing
as an agent* a_copveyance„.
life, the emanations of"‘the will of your
It is the same principle as that an iron spirit, that makes your body alive, that almost touching me, and arrayed in gar-7 “ I myself am heaven and hell.” A with love and spirituality. Much is ex
ring may have its adhesion of particles causes it to crackle. Dead hair will not ments different from any I had ever seen truer word was never spoken. Heaven is pected of you and much wifi be given to
temporarily destroyed to join it within an do so, unless, possibly, it may if it has j her wear, with a sweet smile upon her wisdom* virtue, happiness; hell is ignor you.
other iron sing. Only the iron ring is the been worn long enough upon a living head ! face, and love lighting up her whole coun ance, vice, and misery. Let us all fight
The Helping Hand.
easier thing to do* because it contains nol to have imbibed these living emanations. | tenance, stood the/ dear one of my heart against the powers of hell in this world,
spirit force, or intelligence, to be renderedl Thus we may say, that which is alive is who had gone over to the “ great major where alone they exist, and strive to
[Bishop Simpson.]
passive, or that may interfere with the per that which possesses will force to cause or ity,” several years previously. O, the realize here the only true kingdom of
I shall never foiget the feelings I had
bliss of that recognition! the memory of heaven (for us?) that ever was or ever
formance through the action of outside in produce effects.
it thrills me with joy, even though years will be.—G. W. Foote, “ N . S. S. A l once when climbing one of the pyramids
fluences.
That which is devoid of life may be
You will understand by the comparison caused to act, but has no power to act have passed since it occurred.
manac, 1881.”
of Egypt. When half way up, my strength
to the ring that I do not mean the flame within itself.
She spoke, and, calling by the name
foiling, I feared I should never be able to
I f A St r ik e s B, W hat B S hould
was made incapable of burning something
she had always used in addressing me,
Thus
there
are
the
two
great
primal
else, but merely unable to bum that por forces. The Cosmos Force, which is the said: “ Gerry, la m not dead. I never Do.—Recently Felix Adler spoke to the reach the summit or get back again. I
tion of the medium's body protected by
There is no such thing as death.” Society for Ethical Culture, at Chickering well remember the help given, by Arab
of undeveloped unintelligent matter; died.
the will power of those acting through her; force
How
my
heart leaped for joy when I Hall, on “ Our Enemies—how they can hands, drawing me on further, and the
is a force that is caused by action of the
because those particles of her body ren it
heard
those
words. The tone, the ges help us.” He wrestled with the question, step I could not quite make myself, be
Force; it is a force that is delegated,
dered temporarily non-combustible by will Odic
ture, the manner—in fact her whole bear “ If A strikes B, what is B to do?” and cause too great for my wearied frame, the
that
could
not
exist
without
a
cause.
The
force concentrated there.
ing was as natural as when we bad plighted said the idea that Christ had of turn little help given me—sometimes more and
I do not think the terms magnetism or Odic Force is the force which can cause, our troth years before. ■
ing the other cheek was impracticable. sometimes less—enabled me to go up,
electricity so well explain the philosophy hence it is a force of intelligent will, of
How long she stood there after this, I It might do with some villains who had a step by step, step by step, until at last I
reason,
a
force
of
conscious
spirit
action.
as will force.
of conscience left, but not with reached the top, and breathed the pure
The action of the Odic Force is all we know not, but I stretched out my arms to spark
Of course the will acts through the me know
clasp her as of old, and she sank down to hardened characters. “ My idea,” he air, and had a grand outlook from that
of
God.
dia of-electricity or magnetism as it ever
But remember, we as the direct spirit the floor beside the bed and disappeared. said, “ is not that we should love our lofty height.
does—but neither magnetism nor electric
I immediately sprang from my bed and enemies—that is impossible—but that we
And so, in life’s journey, we are climb
ity is the directing power; and the force ual offspring of God possess, each one of struck a light, though it was sufficiently should be physicians to our enemies. A ing. We are feeble. Every one of us,
us,
an
indestructible
germ
of
this
Odic
which I have called w ill, which is the in
person
who
has
wronged
me
is
morally
light
without
it,
and
examined
the
room
now and then, needs a little help; and, if
Force, this will power, a germ of which
telligence in every individual, is the first\ every
in every part. Nothing unusual could be sick.” He explained that if -a man hits we have risen a step higher than some
seed
is
typical,
inasmuch
as
each
cause, hence the moving, acting power.
found; the door was locked as I had left you, the thing to do is to hold his hands
let us reach down for our brother’s
I think a sufficient answer to the theory perfect seed bears within itself all the pos it, and the windows were lowered a few until he gets over wanting to hit you again other*
hand, and help him to stand beside us.
sibilities
manifested
by
the
parent
from
that the controls coated their medium’s
inches from the top, just as when I retired. Then talk to him gently. If the man And thus, joined hand in hand, we shall
face or hands with a covering of magnet whence it was produced, and which pos I looked at my watch and found I had who hits you is too violent, cure him by go on conquering, step by step, until the
sibilities
need
only
time
and
proper
condi
ism or electricity is in the fact that a mag
slept four hours.
calling a policeman.
glorious eminence shall be gained. Ah,
net itself may be burned by fire until it tions to develop. The tree loses nothing
That
is
the
reason
why
I
am
a
Spirit
how many need help in this world—poor
by
the
seeds
which
naturally
fall;
they
are
1
lose its magnetic power; that any most
ualist.
£ . G. A.
T h e O ld W ay.—Man—“ Now, legs, afflicted ones; poor sorrowing ones; poor
merely
excesses
of
its
own
vitality.
So
highly electrized machine may be burned
I want to go down town this morning; do tempted ones, who have been overcome*
when so electrized. More: electricity it we may suppose the great I AM loses
An Inspired Cow-Boy.
you feel able to carry me ?”
nothing
of
force,
or
possibilities,
or
power,
who have been struggling, not quite able
self may bum.
I^gs—“ No, I can’t carry you. On to get up the step; trying, failing; trying,.
by endowing us, his spiritual children,
[Religio-Philosophical Journal.]
It must be a force superior to this that continually
looking over myself I find I am lame, and, failing; trying, desponding; hoping* al
bom into the world,
can prevent the natural action of fire upqfn with this willbeing
It appears from the New York corres besides, on close examination, I find the most despairing! Oh, give such a one
force,
or
by
constantly
per
an object.
the Cosmos Force, which he pondent of the Chicago Tribune that the com on one of my toes is very sore. So help, a little kindly aid, and the step may
Perhaps the controls themselves may petuating
has
caused.
be taken, and another step may then be
most extraordinary musical event of the really, I can't take you to-day.”
not have known how they did it—that is,
Man—“ Well, you are the master, and taken; and instead of dying in wretched
So
far
as
we
know
we
differ
in
the
pos
last
week
in
that
city,
has
been
the
sud
the philosophy of it. Or they may have
I accept your verdict as law, and I will ness at the base, he may, by a brother’s
known that magnetism and electricity are sibilities of our spirit nature from God den descent upon the town of a person stay at home.”
most
in
this:
Not
one
of
us
can
create
a
hand, be raised to safety, and finally to
conveyances of will force, and have at
T h e N ew W ay. —Man—“ Now, legs,
of life—can create one atom of the calling himself the “ cow-boy pianist.”
glory• _________
tributed to the carriage the moving power germ
He is the typical “ guy hooter ” in ap I am going down town to-day—walk.”
Odic Force, which is behind all force.
of the hone!
Miss Alice C. Fletcher addressed the
earthly father and mother may create pearance. Long, coarse, black hair, broadTo resume: The intelligence or will theThe
T h in k er s .—Our problem is, how to Melrose Women’s Club, lately, on the
other parts of their child, but the life brimmed slouched hat, and blue shirt with
which promotes and permits all the germ
make men think—think boldly, clearly,
comes directly, we suppose, from
actions of the forces of matter, according God. Although the parent may affect or open collar showing his brawny neck. grandly, and beneficially; think of their Indian question. Miss Fletcher went
to laws, is a diffused force, just sufficient make impressions upon the unborn will of His name is Babel. He is about twenty- own welfare, and for the welfare of man among the Indians to prosecute her
to keep the matter forces in motion. Or the child, as by mesmerism grown wills three years of age and went to New York kind; think the bright and happy thoughts archaeological studies, and returns to the
states fired with the same apostolic ardor
matter has delegated for its use just suffi are affected, or as impressions are made
which have never been thought before,
cient power to fulfill its own laws. Hence a upon the yielding mind in childhood, yet to challenge the world of pianists. He which glitter as new coin from the treasury which made Helen Jackson write “ Ra
concentration of sufficient will power at no impression can be made which may calls the instrument a “ pianner,” and is of heaven; think the thoughts which the mona ” and “ A Century of Dishonor.'*
any given point may break through this not in time be eradicated, and the individ spoken of by his ranchman agent as an age demands, by which great mysteries Miss Fletcher’s lecture converted a good
many people to a fuller belief in the
round of material action. It is thus that ual spirit or will become pure and true to “ executioner.”
Like all the men about Fourteenth are illuminated, and the problems of sci wrongs of the Indians, and the bad faith
God may upon occasion act without, or the great principles of purity and truth as
street and Steinway hall, the TYibune cor ence, government, and sociology resolved. of government officials in their dealings
seemingly contrary to, the very laws of they exist in the mind of God. As they respondent
regarded this strange appari —D r. J . R . Buchanan.
with them.
his material universe, yet in accordance are crystalized and polished, and made tion as something
of a guy until he heard
with another superior law which he has more perfect, they resemble more and him play. He went
a small party of
An auxiliary rudder for steering seago
It seems that one of the principal rea
ordained. And his more advanced chil more the Father, as drops of water are musicians and criticswith
to
John
Pattison's
ing
vessels
has
been
proposed.
It
con
sons
why Longfellow is so endeared to our
dren, as they learn of this superior law, like the fountain from whence they foil.
rooms to see the wild Western youth sists simply of two discharge pipes, placed hearts, is that his lines contain so much
are permitted to use the same according
macerate the masters and enjoy the prairie one at each side of the vessel's stem as for of strength and helpfulness. His deep
to their own possibilities, which is accord
school. But the cow-boy astounded him. below the water line as possible, and con sorrows brought him near to the great
.
A
Chinaman
who
was
called
as
a
wit
ing to their knowledge. No restrictions
In facility, force* brilliancy* and rapidity nected with a steam pump capable of heart of humanity. In the struggle with
ness
in
Queensland,
was
asked
how
he
are put upon intelligences save law. As
of execution* he confesses that he was
a powerful stream of water through grief, he is the crowned victor; \nore, he
knowledge of law is acquired, w ill force would be sworn, when he replied. “ Me amazed. This cow-boy does not know forcing
the pipes* which, impinging upon the found strength in sorrow; yes, even more,
no care; clack 'im saucer, kill *im cock,
tnay act according to law.
blow out *im matchee, smell *im book, one note of music, and declares that he water in contact with the vessel* forces it there is left behind no trace of the bitter
Q u e s t io n
What Is the Will ?
allee sameel” He was allowed to 2 smell never received a lesson in his life. His to the side opposite that from which the ness which we find flavoring the lines of
antecedents are known. They corroborate stream issues.
many other poets.—Ella C. Drabble.
Answer .' -What is God g He is the ’im book.”

“ Leaflets of Truth.”

GOLDEN

GATE

[M arch 13, ^86.

FINANCIAL MISTAKES.
OOOD A T L A S T .
exposures consist, generally, of the seizure, by
Thc
testimony
from the “ other side" is uni*
A communication from a prominent Spiritual- what is known in seance parlance as “ spiritBoycotting is gone mad in Ireland. A mid- form, that the mortal making the best use of his
NUhM •ere .Siiw dai he the
l i e writer, favoring the Uen o f reincarnation of grabbers,” of a so-called spirit form and finding I wife utcly declined to attend the wife of a pro opportunities for doing good in this life will
P u a n w AMa r r a u u u i iii C p ip A V v * at
the human spirit, appears in this issue o f the in their grasp the medium instead. To the enemies I scribed man.
stand the best chance for happiness in the next.
Chamfort says there is no history worthy ot at Upon this point thc Banner o f Light, that has
7J 4 Mont.iom ery S trc tf%San Francisco, C al.
G o l d e n G a t e . We admit it for the purpose of of Spiritualism, as well as most Spiritualists, I
E a r n am d M a k a c u .
J. J- OWEN.
such an “ exposure ” is claimed as proof positive I tention but that of a free people; that of a peo done so much to lift the cloud of superstition
ple subjected to despotism is only a collection of
m -•
*
•
AaSMkCAnC. eliciting thought on the subject.
Mas. U a t t h r * U w M ,
G eneral A gen t.
To our own mind it is a stupendous fallacy, o f fraud. And yet, those who have given the I anecdotes. Then, the greater pait of all history from the souls of men, says:
K . B. Ha u .
subject the most careful study, claim that it is no I is frivolous, for it is mainly a narrative of the M a n y >piri«s h ave returned s a y in g , h ad th ey thought to
except in t certain sense, which partakes more
h u vc aid ed o u r grand work p ecu n iarily before leaving their
T a m —J toa per Annum1. p ayable in a d v a n c e : $i.»5 the nature of evolution. W e can w ell understand j evidence of deception. And they give as a tea- efforts and struggles of oppressed and enthralled earth ly b o d ies, which th ey m ight have done ju st as well as
that the spirit form, having been evolved | people for redress of their wrongs and for free- not w ithout the sligh test in ju ry to their own people, they
Jro, u d tan ■ v t o l l t M der- S en d money b y poeral that, as physical beings, we are the culmination I *
• ocherwtw by cvpfew*.
order, when p
lorn. Such is the history of Ireland especially, w ou ld he better satisfied than th e y now arc. W e remem
of aD forms of life below us; but that the con- fro® the body of the medium, must necessarily I| ‘that not only attracts attention, but almost world ber w e ll one case in p articu lar— th at o f J . M . B eebe— who
d ied w e a lth y . O n com num inicating with us shortly after,
•eious Ego o f our individual natures, that had its | E° *»ck *° thc medium; that when rudely seized wide sympathy and aid. Boycotting English
should be M I d t o n n l: ‘• C o l d h .h G a t h .
£ W A 11 1
th rou gh a m edium , he said: " O h t i f 1 co u ld inhabit my
on
Fnuiciaco,
C
a
L
No. T34 Me
origin in the marriage of tw o infinitesimal atoms
sudden shock prevents the natural re-adjust- landlordism has furnished many anecdotes for earth ly b o d y once m ore, e v e n bu t for h alf an hour, 1
rf matter, embodying two unconscious spiritual ment of spirit, or rather, we should say, of the future Irish historians, to omit which would be to w ould m ake a fa r different disposition o f some o f my prop
than 1 d id . 1 now cle a rly see th at I m ight have done
SA T U R D A Y . M A R C H 13, 1886.
leave out thc connecting link between English erty
m uch for h u fsa n lty w hich I n e g le c te d to d o, an d thereby
principles—the positive and negative,—that this subtle material forces, of which the psychic form
supremacy
and
Irish
independence
that
is
yet
to
be.
bettered m y o w n spiritual condition; an d I am unhappy in
consciousness, enriched by the varied experiences is composed; and that at such times the control
The strongest Irish sympathizers can not hon con sequ en ce o f not h avin g done s o ." A nother case was
T H E BETTER WAY.
ling
powers
find
it
necessary,
in
order
to
avoid
of its journey from infancy to old age is to go
estly deny that boycotting has been carried to un th at o f a w ealth y m an o f l.y n n , M uss., a Spiritualist, who
It is through many trials and hard struggles |
on se ve ral y e a rs a g o . H e subsequently returned,
back and go over all the experiences of life, again serious injury to the medium, to bring the two just and cruel extremes, not, perhaps, had it p assed
'ing: " M y brother, I m ight h ave given the 'B a n n er*
that man learns thc better way of life. His ap
forms
instantly
together.
acted
directly
upon
the
wealthy
nabobs
it
was
de
and again, is too much for our comprehension.
establishm ent $10,000 before m y d em ise, and m y own peopetites and inclinations, inherited and acquired,
If this is a truth, and can be satisfactorily dem signed to affect, but because it fell upon innocent le w ou ld never h ave m issed the m on ey. 1 had but a
If we could bring with us from a former state
Iversons employed by the great Innddwncrs who fain t id e a o f the im portance to th e hum an race o f your Inare often such cruel taskmasters, and have such
of physical existence to the present the experi onstrated, it would revolutionize thought in the could still live in luxury and ease, no matter how .litution, cite I sh ould have done s o . B u t from m y spirit
dominion over him, that it seems almost impossi
ences of that preceding state, just as we know matter of fraudulent manifestations—at least as things went with those sent to represent and stan d poin t 1 see what a m istake I m a lic."
ble (or him to break (he chains, and, following
we carry the experiences and memories of this regards the grabbing phase of these alleged ex look after their interests in Ireland. All remedial
BABY T O IL E R S .
the light within, rise to the higher levels of his
present life into the next, we could recognise posures. But we should need to see it in a light measures, when taken into thc hands and heads
being.
The Philadelphia Record says that fifteen thou
of thc people at large, invariably go to extremes,
some wisdom in the plan. But we can do noth and under conditions to render deception abso
working more or less wrong. Boycotting sick sand children are employed in New jersey fac
But comparatively few ever learn to walk in this
ing of the kind; or if we do so unconsciously, lutely impossible, before we could consent to com inen, women in confinement, and innocent young tories. Since our public schools arc for the
better way; they grope along among the shad
then really are those experiences of no intelligent mit the G o l d e n G a t e to any such proposition. girls, all because England is unjust to Ireland and benefit of thc poor, there should be compulsory
ows of selfishness, and the retarding influences rf
In fact we are in no hurry to jump at conclusions refuses to give her a free government, is thc same laws forcing attendance at school of all children
Advantage to us.
unworthy things, ever unmindful of their duty to
until
we know exactly where we are going to land, spirit that prompts a man to take revenge upon under fifteen, for a certain number of months
We know it is claimed by some sensitives that
themselves and their fellow beings, until death
the domestic animals owned by his enemy. But every year, for all above five years of age; and to
they have, at times, dim recollections of a former
“ WAS CHRIST A CHRISTIAN?"
steps in and closes out the opportunity for such
since'wrong begets wrong, it is sclf-corrcctive, employ children below that age in any laborious
life; and some are so impressed with this fact,
work, should be made a crime. New Jersey
|
and out of cruelty comes humanity.
unfbldment on this plane of existence as is best
The following dispatch, dated New York,
and are so sure of their footing, as to be able to
surely needs some educational laws, along with
calculated to advance the spirit's growth on the
T H IR T E E N .
other States of our Union, if we would not see
name and locate their former individualities March 4th, was considered of sufficient import
next.
illiteracy stamp itself upon thc face of the coun
Now, while we do not question that mediumistic ance to tetegraph across the continent:
It is said that when kind Alfonso went to try. In the Old World, infantile employes are
We are too apt to live os though this world
Rev. Heber Newton writes to the "Churchman" a
persons sometimes have such impressions, we arc
caustic rejoinder to some observations in that journal of last Aronjucz to sec the cholera patients lost Summer, common. Thc colliery districts of Great Britain
were thc utmost boundary of life—as though we
inclined to believe, with the controls of Mrs. £ week, reflecting upon the reverend gentleman's alleged lack he lunched at the palace with thirteen persons. have hundreds of threc-ycar-old babies doing
were to remain forever in a mortal state, with the
of reverence in asking the question from his pulpit: " Was
red tide of physical being ever ebbing and flow L. Watson, that these impressions are due to Christ a Christian ? " He says: " The real purport of my Observing thc fact, thc King jestingly referred to duty in their grimmy regions. So traveling cor
respondents report, and as their letters are re
ing through the heart, in the flush and potency of spirit psychology. In other words, the sensitive sermon wife simply the by no means unfamiliar one to bring thc superstition connected with such a circum ceived by thc best papers of our land, credit of
to
some
people's
thoughts
the
actual
Christianity
of
this
stance, and made the waiter give him a list of thc
is brought en rapport with some former spirit
health and physical power. We build as for cen
nineteenth century, which is, alike in its institutional and
such statements is not withheld. Our country is
existence, and is thus made to sec what to him dogmatical forms, so very far from representing the thought guests that he might sec whether any one died growing fast; with our progress and improve
turies of earthly existence, all unmindful of the
within
the
year.
He
had
no
occasion
to
refer
to
and spirit of the real Jesus of history as to warrant the ques
ments, living becomes a sterner problem for the
fact that we can remain here only for a few years he mistakes for his own spiritual experiences.
tion, 'W as Jesus a Christian?' 1 think I revere the real it, for he himself passed away.
This
seems
to
us
a
far
more
reasonable
explana
Jesus
quite
as
much
us
some
folks
who
arc
greatly
shocked
Another story is reported of a Boston man who masses. Let us see that our babies are not
at most, and can take nothing with us of an
to bear him spoken of, not as he looked, through the means
tion
of
such
impressions,
than
to
imagine,
for
walked into thc dining-room of one of its clubs drawn into the struggle for bread.
earthly character into the life beyond—not a foot
of their fancy, but as he actually walked our earth."
last week, and observing twelve at the table, he
of land—not a dollar of hoarded treasure—not instance, that the spirit of a Danton or a Char
The question is, or ought to be, one of the
V O T IN G .
objected to making the thirteenth, being some
lotte
Corday,
in
some
future
age,
should
go
back
even the poor raiment wherewith we are clad.
utmost importance to every honest Christian. what Scrupulous on the subject, and so took his
Kentucky is trying hard to regulate thc whisky
Life is so grand a thing, when rightly lived— to a monad, and retrace all the unfoldings of That Jesus was not a Christian, as gauged by any dinner at a side table alone. He was joked
traffic; fully thirty bills relating to it have been
is so full of promise, of blossom and fruition, <fnd I f« tal life* of “ “ “ * y°uth* manhood and age, modern orthodox standard, requires no master about it, and later in the evening took a seat at introduced the present session of the Legislature,
is so prophetic of grander things to c o m e - th a t | under apother name and another individuality. | mind, like Rev. Heber Newton’s, to determine. the main table. Of all present he was said to more than two-thirds of which are local. Some
Of what use is the experience of one incarna Indeed, thc gulf is quite as wide between the give the best promise of a long life, but he died one has ascertained that there are more votes
it is indeed pitiful to see the frivolous manner in
two days later without warning.
sold for drinks than for large sums of money, one
which most people manage to fritter it away. tion if it can not be used in the next? Nature teachings of the gentle Nazarenc and thc generally
Persons arc dying suddenly every day, and town in New York making the report that two
never
goes
backward.
There
is
no
need
for
it.
Take what the world regards as the most success-*
accepted Christianity of the present day as it was| those, too, who often look good for many years
hundred such exchanges take place there at every
ful lives: They do but little good, often, as com- She is ever movinS steadily forward.
between his simple declaration of principles and more of life on earth. All know that King election. This shows that thc love of whisky is
Our correspondent, if we understand him cor the proud and haughty Judaism of his day.
Alfonso had cause enough for dying when he did, often stronger than the love of country and the
pored with what they are capable of doing—live
and would probably have done so had he taken a desire for good government. If there is anything
far below their highest ideals—and finally pass on rectly, \ claims that the experiences of each in
Within the shadows of the spires of thc costly
solitary
meal at Aronujez, It is quite likely that should disfranchise a man, it is that of sell
leaving others to fatten in idleness upon the un-l carnation are stored away and sealed up for piles dedicated to Christian worship, in this
there is something more fatal to human life in ing his vote, be it for ten thousand dollars, or
future use, as the bee stores away honey in thc Christian land, may be' found hearts bleeding
improved accumulations.of their years of toil.
the composition of a royal or club dinner than in for five cents to buy a drink. When on*
Prudent thrift, with a view to providing c e ,,5 and ,hal at
stage of spiritual from cruel wrongs—souls perishing for sympathy the number thirteen. However, it is something ceases to vote from any other motive than princi
against the haps and hazards of existence, is ever advancement these treasures may be appropriated —homes where no love is, but ever wretchedness that can be experimented upon, and those who ple, he ceases fo be a good man and a true citi
commendable, but it should always be attended by the spirit. But it would seem that if there and want —children in beggarly conditions, grow feel themselves strongly fortified by faith, might zen, and should forfeit his right of suffrage.
volunteer as subjects.
One of the early objections raised against wom
with thoughtful consideration for the welfare of was ever a time when the spirit needed the benefit ing up into lives of crime and shame. Jesus had
an’s
voting was that she would sell her vote to
others. No man can afford to live for himself of such experiences it would be while it was no such church to preach in; he had no
E V E R NEAR.
the highest bidder. She will yet prove it a base
alone. He fa linked to his fellows by inseparable passing along from one incarnation to another, high salaried operatic quartet for a choir, nor
Basking in the light and warmth of sunshine, slander.
moral ties which he can not transcend or ignore, I groping its way, as it must, through the gloom of a ten-thousand-dollar organ for an accompani
DARKN ESS.
without serious consequences to his own future ignorance and the mazes of unfavorable mortal ment. He wouldn’t have liked it if any of the we contemplate it as coming from an infinite dis
tance, but could wc ascend to a height of only
environment.
happiness.
Spain is a fruitful theme for newspaper com
apostles had suggested such extravagance—at
forty miles, we should lose it entirely, the air at ment, and in its increasing descent down the hill
If
each
incarnation
involves
an
independent
And herein, it seems to us, consists the grandleast not while there was a poor man or woman that distance being no longer dense enough to re
est mission of Spiritualism—to teach man his I experience, and these experiences are not made in all Judea who needed food or shelter; or an fract the life-giving rays. It is therefore due to of progress, is ever a new one. It stands as a
decaying monument to ignorance and darkness of
true relation with this world—his duty to him- I helps to each succeeding incarnation, then it seems orphan child that needed a home and training. the atmosphere immediately surrounding us that
mind dominated by the power of church rites and
self, to his family, to society. While it is a I to us that nature is taking a very roundabout The wealth invested in church property in San we live in an ocean of light and genial tempera superstition. The population of Spain is be
glorious privilege to be able to know that life is I way to accomplish the end of a perfect manhood, Francisco would give a forty-acre farm and a cow ture.
tween sixteen and seventeen millions, of which it
So with all our pleasures and joys, we find them, is said there are at least five million men who can
continuous upon another stage of existence, and I She has a bigger job on hand than did the chil- to every poor man in this city who would consent
or think we do, in contemplating and anticipating neither read nor write, while the totally illiterate
that there we shall meet andknow the loved dren of Israel when required to make bricks with- to go upon the land and improve it.
things from afar, while it is really thc things and women arc nearly seven millions. This leaves a
oncs whose earthly forms we have followed to ( out straw
Thc Church has drifted so far away from primi persons around us to which we owe all.
very narrow margin for intelligence,—so narrow,
their long home, yet those facts will keep for us,
A trip in a balloon, or the loss of some near indeed, that it must be pretty nearly confined to
tive
Christianity,
and
has
become
so
conservative
PSYCHIC FORMS.
object, shows us our mistake in both instances. the priesthood, who have gained ■the reward of
and await us when we lay down the burden of
and dogmatic in its methods, that there seems to
The springs of peace, honesty and love are ever their labors in this mental darkness. A few days
life, whether we know it in this life or not. In- I No,wi,hs,andinB ,he CIy of fraud raise<1 bVJ us no hope that it will ever get back to first prin
near, lying about us on all sides, if we could only ago we noted the fact that the municipal authori
finitely grander and more important to ns, here •man3' h° " eSt and eamest Spiritualists against aid ciples. And so it finds all its progressive minds
look closer to ourselves and not beyond to the ties of Madrid had granted the right of suffrage
and hereafter, is the truest adaptation of our mediums for form manifestations, arid notwith just naturally drifting out into broader fields and imaginary. Because we lose sight of material
to women. We wonder what use they can make
selves to this stage of existence, and the best use standing the many apparent, and frequently act a more liberal atmosphere. Heber Newton seems things is no reason that wc should be bereft and of it that will benefit themselves, in their inabil
ual deceptions, met with by most investigators in
cast down. If we seek we may find their better ity to read or write? Spain is more in need of
of all our powers and faculties here.
likely to be the next one to break his shell, and
and immortal counterparts ever in this world education than suffrage, which is no good thing
that
realm
of
research,
it
is**
no
doubt
true
that
Spiritualism, in its definite teachings of what
plume his wings for grander flights.
which has its spiritual side.
unless joined to intelligence.
is best calculated to enhance man's happiness in the materializing phase of the Spiritual phenom
And just herein is where the present age is a
The location of the spirit world is often a sub
ena
is
making
most
rapid
and
astonishing
head
another life, can not but eventually so impress
vast improvement over any past age. Formerly ject of conjecture and suppositions to those who
“ L e a f l e t s o f T r u t h . ” —Wc have received
his nature here as to prompt him to most earnest way in the world. The seances of the principal it was “ believe or be damned,” in both this world have no belief regarding the hereafter. But it is from the author a remarkable little volume, just
endeavor in the uplifting of his own physical and mediums for this Phase are constantly crowded; and the next, and most people preferred to believe like a child crying for the moon, when he can not published in Chicago, bearing the above title. It
spiritual nature, and in so shaping his life that | andVhilc there arc many doubters, many others rather than take the desperate chances of being comprehend its light. The spirit world, like the consists of answers to a variety of questions,
sunlight, is all around and near to us, and all we given, as it is claimed, through the mediumship
are overwhelmed with what to them is positive
the best results will follow.
damned. Now, all thoughtful souls, with any need do to realize its presence is to open our
of a lady whose name is withheld. Thc answers
proof of the return, in tangible form and identity,
considerable amount of intelligent self-respect, minds and souls that-its light and inspiration may indicate a clearness of perception and a profundity
PEACE AFTER THE STORM.
of the spirits of their loved dead.
prefer the other thing. They realize that the flow in, and our ' ' loved and lost ” come and say, of thought on the subjects discussed, that can
There are none of earth’s children so blessed, I
truth, often so hard to be attained, is what I time is past when the anathemas of the Church “ Look near, for here wc are.”
not but commend it at once to the favorable con
so free from care, but that sooner or later the I every honest investigator wants; and this can be| are of any serious inconvenience to them, either
sideration of every intelligent Spiritualist. We
BUDHISM.
have taken the liberty of reproducing the answers
night of sorrow will come. “ Into each life reached only by patient research. In pursuit of in this world or the next.
And yet this very large and intelligent class,—
Wong Chi-Chum, a distinguished writer in his to two of the questions discussed, notwithstand
some rain must fall, some days be dark and I *b*s “ P**rl of great price” it behooves us to a d l
whether composed of Spiritualists, Atheists, or
ing the author’s copyright, from which the reader
own country, who has been reviewing the work
dreary;” and into many, whose natnres are so I vance cautiously, and not to judge hastily. There
Free-thinkers of any kind,—with very rare ex
may form an idea of thc author’s style and force.
sensitive to the warring elements of life, there is I are many things in this new and strange domain ceptions, are really genuine Christians in the of missionaries in Chino, says that no Chinese of Price, S i. Address Prof. S. R. Miner, 3906 Cot
lightning and thunder, with the “ wild, fierce, of nalure lhat we do not understand. In fact,! sense that Jesus was a Christian. If they do not good character ever becomes a convert to Chris tage Grove avenue, Chicago, 111.
rain,” when their storm-beaten souls are tossed I what the wisest of us do not know about form believe in God they do in goodness, which is one tianity; but that the “ proselytes are poor, labor
T he C amp Meeting .—The coming camp
piteously on a tempestuous sea—when no beacon manifestation, or materialization,, would, no and the same thing. If they do not pray with ing men and ignorant countrymen, with the ad
light, penetrate the gloom of their despairing do|lbtj makc , largc book| and p „ hapt many of their lips, they do with their hearts, in a thousand dition of certain, designing, unprincipled persons meeting in June promises to be a grand reunion
generous ways. Their souls may never have been who change their religion that they may gain a of thc Spiritualists of thc Pacific Coa«t. Thc
hearts. Bat when almost overwhelmed, with the 1
them.
'washed in the blood of the Lamb,” but they livelihood.” Thus, it will be seen that in China, grounds selected are located at the comer of Oak
dashing billows on every hand, there comes the
The possible fact of materialization, or the ap- have been anointed with thc divine unction of as in other countries, thc working classes are held and Twelfth streets, Oakland, overlooking Lake
still small voice, bidding the soul “ peace, be still.”
And the angry waves are hushed as the rosy her-1 pearanee of psychic forms, is conceded by all ever-blessed charity—have been baptised with in low estimation, although thc “ Flowery King Merritt. They are easy of access, ample in size,
aid of the rooming lifts the shades of the night; I Spiritualists; but many, in view of the obstacles in love for their fellow-men, which is the true grace dom ” never would have borne its pretty appella and contain a number of large oak trees. Thc
tion but for the toil of these “ poor, ignorant, Committee are pushing forward the arrangements
and are .land in the garden of peace, with the | g ME r f obtaining | | S | knowledge thereof, of God.
And so we conclude that Bro. Newton knows laboring men.” The most interesting part of this successfully. At their last meeting they resolved
golden crown of Hope blossoming from the I
. . . .
. .
,
,
E
1 PS ,
,
consider the time spent in such investigations as what he is about. To our mind his question is a man’s opinion is that the doctrine of the Chinese that no person should occupy the platform except
wonnds of yesterday. Yes, troubled seafarer, I
*
0
after the night of terror comes the exquisite re- I worsc tban wasted. But this, it seems to us, is timely one: " W as Christ a C hristian?” Thc philosophers and sages is exercising a much by permission of thc Board of Directors, and also
pose. Never fear, a father’s hand is at the helm; an unwise begging of the question. If it is a Church and the world need to ponder well this greater influence among the educated classes in that no meetings should be held in the forenoons.
he will bring thee safely home. If we would but I truth, it is indeed a marvelous one which every question. .All mankind should have more of the Europe than Christianity is doing among the ed This is a wise step.
true Christ principle in their souls. There is no ucated classes'in China. We know Budhism has,
early learn the divine purpose of our own exist- Spiritualist ought to knowand understand.
fear
of any getting too much of it. This is “ the by its romance, and quaint teachings, inspired
— Free class in maternity, on Mondays and
ence. and the spiritual light given it, how many
4 ■■ ,
R I
NS . • .
.g I o
I
. . I The greatest drawback to the investigation of pearl of great price.” If they cannot find it in one of the grandest poets of the age; but wc do Thursdays, at 1:30 P. M ., at the California Moral
steps would be avoided. Some one has said, I
“ that sometimes thc wise will suffer, the fool-1
materialization phenomena is no doubt the the church, may they not find the precious boon in not know that anything more practical has come Education Society and School, No. S41 Marked
street, room 19.
of it among Christians.
ish must. 0 then, be early wise.”
| fact of the alleged exposures of mediums. These the teachings of Spiritualism?
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We wish
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O ft John Massinger, of that city. They will the Spiritualists o f San Jose prosper -1
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P is simply Spiritualism with the proofs left out,
I Spiritualist paper on the Coast, if not the I order to be a medium for m inds “ beyond I sense o f the individual life o f which you
) admits to its columns a capital article on “ Sci
best now published. A nd every soul w ish- 1the river ” to control; that minds this ride are cognizant here, but in the sense of the holder of five shares, or $25 of stock, shall be
ence and Spiritualism, ” by Prof. A. R. Wallace.
ing it, as do we, both the paper and its I
attributes o f power that may declare them  entitled to a copy of the paper free, so long as
We shall transfer it to the columns of the indefatiguable editors, abundant success, may also have the power to influence.
L et, for instance, six people form a selves through various forms. We feel the corporation exists, together with all the
Golden G a t e next week.
we rem ain,
plan to attend a seance o f any kind, with that individuality; it is boundless, and yet profits and advantages which the ownership of
Fraternally yours for T ru th ,
—In view of the recent theft of a ten-thousandthe pre-determ ination to catch the me it is articulated in every line and curve of
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by the very power o f control that their breath o f love.
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a few weeks ago, we inadvertantly omitted the
J . C . B a t d o r f , M . D „ J a c k s o n , M ic h ig a n ;
m unicipal elections in cities o f the first, day, for I bave been in this W estern land
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As
no more stock will be sold than will be
True Keystone. The paper is too good to be 6,000 m en, one-fifth o f the entire army by you.
1 P. C . M il l s .
ing medicine from four but without any benefit;
of
the
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n
ited
States,
has
been
pursuing
handicapped with such an awful name. We hope
in fact I grew steadily worse for five months that necessary for the needs of the business—which
S a r g e n t , N eb., M ar. 3, 1886.
tor the past two weeks ten A paches, who
—

o®r brother will take the suggestion ‘ldndly, to
have been giving him a break-neck run
drop all of the name except the True Keystone.

through the immense territory o f O rizona.”

—One of the most sensible judicial decisions
that has appeared in some time, comes from
H Amiens, France, where it has lately been decided
that Catholic priests may legally marry. Now,
let other countries follow suit, and the Catholic
priesthood will be a happy as well as a learned
and instructive class of citizens. In all their re
finement of study and learning, a fireside sur
rounded by wife and children would be as jewels
set in gold, and would add a lustre to their lives
that no other circumstance could give.
—A call, recently, at Mrs. H . B. Max field's
studio and class rooms, No. 518 Taylor street,
brought us face to face with a number of charm
ing productions of her skill. Some of her flower
pieces, especially, struck us as wanting in noth
ing but their natural perfume to be perfect. Mrs.
M. is not only an accomplished and painstaking
artist, but she possesses the happy faculty of call
ing forth the higher faculties in her pupils. We
commend her to all young people who -would
make rapid progress in painting and drawing.

A Trip to the Garden City.
Editor o r G o l d e n G a t e :

We visited San Jose last Sunday, M arch
7th, and spoke to the Spiritualists o f that
lovely city, in G rand Army H all. I was
surprised a t the size o f the city, a n d sorry
to find our beautiful philosophy is not
more largely understood and-represented.
It seemed to me San Jose ought to be
largely Spiritualistic, it has every advan
tage in nature, and the people seem to be
'energetic, refined, intelligent; and it oc
curred to m e that if we, as a body of
Spiritualists, were more completely organ
ized on the coast, in our center of thought,
San Francisco, or even Sacram ento;— if
we were organized as a State association
and had a corresponding bureau; or, bet
ter, as a coast association, and empowered
to send out delegates, both trance, in
spirational'and test m edium s, a n d also
organizers, missionaries and agitators, from
hamlet to ham let, oh, how soon our philo
sophy would be represented and under
stood in every neighborhood, in every
home, on the Coast; and how much
strength this central society would give all
I . other societies upon the Coast. T his or
ganization and bureau should be in, or
connected with, our G o l d e n G a t e Print
ing and Publishing Com pany, and should
have for its president and officers efficient
and judicious m en and women, who would
make it a study how best and m ost com
pletely to reach the people, ohodsing for
every place those best adapted to m eet
the desires and advancem ent o f the separ
ate societies who require laborers. We
believe this plan, if fully carried out,
would be the plan of all plans by which
we should all advance more rapidly, anc

I

\yhy do we scarcely ever, in these days,
hear serm ons o f the Jonathan Edw ards
stam p? F o r these reasons, among others:
because, even in his own day, Jonathan
Edw ards disgusted, offended, and stunned
the greater num ber o f his adherents by
utterances that he him self entirely be
lieved, .but which we now read with shud
ders of inexpressible abhorrence; and be
cam e the wider knowledge of m ankind,
the revelations of science, the more vivid
apprehension o f C hrist’s revelation of G od
as a G od o f love, the deeper hold upon
the m eaning o f the incarnation, the
atonem ent, a n d the resurrection, the d e
struction o f a degraded fetichism of a let
ter worship th at th at stopped short a t the
letter o f Scripture without attem pting to
understand it,— these a n d other influences
o f the dawn have so educated the moral
sense o f congregations that they revolt at
teachings which they feel to be false to all
th at is Ukest G od within their own souls.

M rs. L . D . B land?, daughter o f Ira
D avenport, S en., a n a sister 6 f the cele
brated “ D avenport Boys,” passed to spirit
life on Saturday, F eb. 13th, a t her resi
dence, 766 D udley street, Boston, aged
thirty-nine years one m onth twenty-one
days. H e r demission was caused by an
enlargem ent o f the heart. M rs. Blandy
was gifted with the same order of develop
m en t for physical phenom ena which ren
dered the Brothers D avenport so powerfu
in the field o f Spiritualism’s dem onstration;
she having given seances successfully in
New England and throughout the M iddle
and W estern States— creating everywhere
a favorable im pression .— Banner o f Light.

T h e Christian’s idea o f religion is that
it is something th at ought to suppress free
thought and free inquiry, get possession of
the G overnm ent, control legislation, gov
ern the schools, regulate public libraries,
a n d run the world generally. T h e Chris
tian believes in schools, if he can teach
them ; in governments, if he can adm in
ister them ; in laws, if he can make
— Canon Farrar.
them ; in churches, if he can preach in
them ; but he is opposed to anybody else
A correspondent in an exchange warns having anything to do with politics, litera
Am erican, giris against marrying G erm an ture, Education, or religion.— L . K . Wash
officers. T h eir uniforms are attractive and burn.
elegant, he says, but their possessions are
:generally lim ited to a slim figure and good
ADVERTISEMENTS.
clothes, with often a title and d ebt to boot.
Besides, as he uniquely puts it, “ their
p R E D EVANS,
utter lack of deference or even respect for
women is revolting to one bred in our ohiv-.
Medium
a lro u s. country. L et a lady go into a
— FOR—
crowded concert-room or beer-garden,
and she may stand some tim e; but let an of
INDEPENDENT
ficer appear, and a dozen chairs spring up ?”
SLATE
And MECHANICAL
Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the
WRITING.
O rder of Jesus, would keep no one in that
society who was not useful to it. As a
Sittings daily (Sun*
days excepted), from 9
general rule he wished subjects to be
a. 111. to 5 p. m.
Private Developing,
young, strong, o f pleasing countenance,
daily.
well form ed, and graceful. H e .used* to Select Developing Class, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
say, “ A bad figure m akes a bad impres
No. 1144 Mission Street, San Francisco.
sion.” O nce he allowed some fathers to
receive a certain postulant, if they judged
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
him suitable. Learning afterwards that
this m an’s nose was illrformed, he regretted
jryR. A. C. FOSTER,
he had been adm itted.
SPIRITU AL PHYSICIAN,

T h e rivivalist Sam Jones says some good
things which might n ot be so well received
as they are, if they were spoken under
other j circumstances. Speaking against
the custom o f pew-renting, he said in a
recent serm on: “ A m an who has not
enough o f the love o f G od in him to in
duce him to pay as m uch voluntarily to the
cause of his Master as he will for the rent
o f a pew, has enough selfishness to damn
his soul.” .
Old D r. D onne hit the nail on the
head, w hen'he said, in 1630, “ Nothing
hinders our own salvation more than to
deny salvation to all but ourselves.”

L o c a t e s a n d P r e s c r ib e s fo r D is e a s e .

Persons treated at a distance by lock of hair and seven
lines of writing. Sixteen years' practice—nine years in this
State.
O f f i c e :—937 Mission Street.

PUBLICATIONS.
M

COMING AGE,
A Popular Journal for the Household.

Devoted to Spiritualism, Physical and Occult Phenome*
no, Pyschicml Research. Science, Health, Hygiene and
Humam Rights. One dollar a year. Sample copy five
cents.
HYGIENE PUBLISHING CO., Publishers.
■ 13 North Eighth St., St. Louis, Mo.

it was thought by several that my disease had de*
veloped into a hopeless case of Bright’s Disease.
In this unhappy and suffering condition my atten
tion was called by a friend to your method of
diagnosing disease by lock of hair. I sent imme
diately for a diagnosis, was pleased with its accu
racy and sent .for your magnetic remedies. After
using the medicine about two weeks, complying
with all your directions, the relief was so great
that I began light work in my shop, and at the
end of a month felt about as well as I ever did.
I took two months’ treatment to insure a perma
nent cure. 'I have been a well man now for four
teen months with the ability to do all the heavy
work in my shop that is necessary. Your reme
dies have indeed been a blessing to me, and I be
lieve others so afflicted would be equally benefited
by using your remedies.
Yours in truth,
M . G ib n e y .

Anderson, Grimes County, Texas.
Sept. 16, 1885.
J . C. B a t d o r f , M . D . —Dear Sir: Your mag
netic remedies have entirely cured me of a terri
ble stomach disease which had become so painful
at times that it seemed as though I could not live,
and I can safely recommend your treatment to
all suffering from diseases of any kind. I have
worked very hard and am prostrated with nervous
ness and a pain and weakness in the lower part
of my back; troubled also with dizziness by
spells. Will you please send another month’s
treatment for same. I enclose Si . io , price for
the medicine. Please address Mrs. Melissa E.
Luits, Coloma, Berrien county, Michigan. '
C o l o m a , February 13, 1886.

PASS THEM ALONG.
We printed large extra editions of all the earlier
numbers of the G o l d e n G a t e , many copies of
which wc have yet on hand. As interesting sam
ples they are just as good to- send to those who
nave never seen the paper as the latest edition.
We will send these papers in packages, postage
paid, to whoever may wish to scatter the good
seed, for fifty cents per hundred copies—package
of fifty copies, twenty-five cents.
FORM OF BEQUEST.
To those who may be disposed to contribute by
will to the spread of the gospel of Spiritualism
through the G o l d e n G a t e , the following form
of bequest is suggested:
" I give and bequeath to the G o l d e n G a t e
Printing and Puolishing Company, of San Fran
cisco, incorporated, November 28th, 1885, in
trust, for the uses and dissemination of the cause,
of Spiritualism, ■ - dollars.”
PSYCHOLOGY AND MIND CURE.
The College of Physicians and Surgeons of
California, offers a golden opportunity to all men
and women desirous of following a thorough,
practical course of Psychology, Psychometry and
Mind Cure, to qualify them for the cure of
diseases. Course begins about January 15th next.
An early application for certificate of matricula
tion requested. Fee, $5.00. Apply immediately
at office of the College, room 6, 127 Kearny
street, San Francisco.
SPIR IT U A L ISM .

All who are desirous of developing as mediums
for "Independent Slate-Writing,” which is the
most satisfying, convincing, and unquestionable
phase of spirit power known, send for circular,
with four cents, to Mrs. Clara L. Reid. Inde
pendent Slate-writer, No. 35 Sixth street, San
Francisco.

will not be likely to exceed, in any event, over
fifty per cent of the nominal capital—and as the
paper will be conducted on the most economical
principles, there will be no probability of, or
necessity for, future assessment*. The sale of the
reserved stock would be ample to meet any con
tingency that might possibly arise. But, with
careful management, there will be no necessity to
draw upon this reserve. On the other hand,
from the present outlook and the encouragement
the paper is receiving, we confidently believe
that the time is not far distant when the business
will pay a fair cash dividend upon the stock, in
addition to that already provided for.
This is no vagary of an inexperienced journalist,
but the firm conviction of one who has had a
quarter of a century of successful experience in
journalistic management. You can order the
stock by mail just the same as in person, and
will receive therewith a guarranty of free sub
scription.
While the paper is now placed beyond the pos
sibility of failure, still its future usefulness will
depend, in a large measure, upon the liberality of
its patronage. All Spiritualists who can afford it
should not only take the paper but also secure
some of its stock, which will be a safe and
profitable investment.
The Board of Trustees named in. the articles of
incorporation (which have been duly filed) con
sists of the following gentlemen: Amos Adams,
M. B. Dodge, R. A. Robinson, Dr. Robert
Brown and J. J. Owen. President of the Board,
Hon. Amos Adams.
. /
1

NOTICES OF MEETING8.
CPIRITUAL SERVICES by the Golden Gate Religious
^ and Philosophical Society, at Metropolitan Tenple,
under the ministration of the celebrated and eloquent in
spirational lecturer, Mrs. E. L. Watson, Sunday, March
14th. In the morning the By-Laws will be presented for
adoption. Lecture in the evening at .7:45. Subject: "Suffi
cient unto the day is the evil thereof: or. The continuation
of the bright side of things." Questions answered at it
o n ic k a . m. The Children's Progressive Lyceum at 12:30
p. m. A cordial invitation to attend is extended to all.
CPIRITU ALISM .—"Light and Truth."—At Washington
-J Hall, 35 Eddy street. Every Sunday evening there
will be a conference and fact meeting, closing with a test
seance by mediums of a variety of phases.
PROGRESSIVE SPIRITUALISTS.—The "Progressivc Spiritualists" meet in Washington Hall, No. 35
Eddy street, every Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock p. m.
All subjects relating to human welfare and Spiritual unfoldment treated in open conference. AU are invited. Dr.
T. B. Taylor, of the Glen Haven Sanitarium, will lecture,
Sunday, March 7th. Subject: " Is this a Free Country or
a Despotism?"
N. B.—The Free Spiritual Library in charge of this So
ciety is open to all persons on Sundays from 1 to 4 o'clock
p. m. Contributions of books and money solicited.

npHE OAKLAND SPIRITUAL ASSOCIATION.—
-*■ Meets every Sunday, at a p. in., at Medical College
Hall, corner of Clay and Eleventh streets (two blocks west
from Broadway). Public cordially invited. Direct all
communications to G. A . Carter, 360 Eighth street, Oak
land.
SPIRITS OF DEAD MEN AND WOMEN
Return to Mortals? Mrs. E. R. Herbert, a spirit
Medium, gives sittings daily from ta to 4 r, M., (Sun
day excepted), at No. 418 Twelfth Street, Oakland,
Cal. Conference meetings Sunday evening: Developing
Circles, Tuesday evenings. Public are invited.
noi8
T IBERTY HALL SPIRITUAL SOCIETY meets every
■*■** Thursday evening, at 7:30 o'clock p. m„ at LibertyHall, Brush street, near Market street local railroad station,
at Oakland. All are invited. _Admission, free. Dr. Poidson, Lecturer. Marshall Curtis, President.
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guises. Counterfeits are unknown. He
Presentiments.
After Death—W hat?
Spirit World; its N ito n and Location. many stumblings, bruises, pains and fail'
carries with him his intelligence, affection,
ures, mistakes and regrets; and at times,
[K
tu
m
•
w cm > le c tu r e b y G e o rg e A . B a c o n e n t i t l e d . I memory, will, desire—all that constitutes
to outward appearance, it may seem as if “ T h e B u g b e a r o f t h e a g e , ; o r . A f te r D e a th — W h a t T “ I
The following is taker* from a workpufc. I
his personal identity. He gravitates to lished in 1874 by D. S. T. Trowbridge I
it were to be lost in the pleasures of the
his
proper
place
with
all
the
exactitude
in
Though unique in its views, it was forci- I
** **** Isenses, and never rise to a higher knowlin ledge and perception of its birthright and ble in its illustrations, and strong with herent in the principles of attraction and I for many years a resident of Decatur in' I
1
" g Idivine nature. But, though it takes ages emphatic affirmations. The conclusions I adaptation. Death furnishes better facili-] but now living at Vera Cruz, Mcxici* I
■ with them. Ito accomplish it, the awakening ultimately reached, said the speaker, were the result I ties for perpetual progress than this life af where he represented the United States 1
fords. The arts and sciences, in all their American consul fourteen years, m
H* ■yti
I will take place; none are lost or abanThere is being continually gtven off Idoned. After the remorse of a misspent of his own experience and investigations I progressive unfoldings, are his to pursue entered the Union army in the war of tw
has the inclination. Homes being
from our earth a fine, ether j j j j j or Ilife has done its work of spiritual purifica- —corroborated by an innumerable num-1 awho
necessity of our nature, homes in all their I Rebellion in the Eighth Illinois Infantry |
Ition, and a higher aspiration has taken
spiritualized substance or matter, which I possession of it, and lesson after lesson ber of candid, truth-loving intelligent men I complete isgnificancc, exist after death. as regimental surgeon and afterwards btis so fine in its nature that our senses are I has been learned, failure after failure gives and women. Beside these was the uni-1 The law of physical kinship yftlds obedi came surgeon general of Logan's division.
unable to perceive it. ( Every animal, I place to success, and new hope is born 1form, consistent testimony of thousands of I ence to the dominion of the spirit. The He is personally known to the writer, and
from man down to the crawling insect at I within the breast of the conqueror, it returning witnesses. Following a pleasant I higher law of spiritual affinity, of recip in a conversation with him last spring cot. ■
rocal attraction, is the one potent force
our feet; every tree, flower, grass and Igradually rises above its former state and introduction, he claimed that none knew |[operative
after death. ^ The changes that roborated the statements made above ■
Iconditions, and as it divests itself of the] to what extent illogical and unreasonable
moss, is helping on the great work of the Ithings that kept it down, and leams to|
await him pertain to his higher intellectual! adding some minor details not giveninhis
‘hose of theology, af- and moral growth. No doubt there is an | book. General Haynie is still living and
spiritualization 01 matter. Nothing lives IBve and labor for others instead of self, it »“ ch'n*sin vain. The rose out in the edge-row, Iascends to the first zone. Here exist | ‘cc^ e social happiness, the moral status inhabitable sphere of refined and spiritual practicing law in Illinois. He is also
flower blooming all Ihigher :ondirions, where the desires and land well-being of society; but that they do ized matter existing in the heavens, among called Judge Haynie, having occupied an 1
the little me
__•
. j „ j e___ _ j __ Iaspirations
,
its awakened
awakened
I largely affect it there is no room for ques the suns and planets in space, the veritable honorable position on the bench. Col j
, v gratified;
... of
.of its
. enters
:__nature
. .may]
.
dwelling place of man after death, having! Dollins was from Southern Illinois, and
.unseen,
. . unknown in field and forest,* does I be
and. it
on higher
its individual port in the work. Not a Iduties, and leams the lessons appertaining tion. Hence it was pertinent to aid in re definite locality, and conditions appro-1 some time after the surrender of Vicks- 1
moving
that
which
according
to
one's
per
year, month or day passes but vast sup-1 to a more exalted life, and thus progresses
priate to his changed relations. The I burg Dr. Trowbridge called upon the plies are eliminated from the earth and until it becomes worthy to be admitted to ception is so disastrous in its.consequences, principles inherent in the formation and ■widow, then living at Anna, on the lllinoii I
sent on their upward mission; a conrinu-1 *he second xone. Here the reforming | so destructive of human happiness, so outcome of this world, go to show that Central railroad, not far from Cairo, and t
. being
. • given
.
l _ land developing process is continued. fatal to true progress. He expected the from it there must proceed emanations delivered to her in person a letter and a r
oos stream is
on,' which
as», advanced
,
r
.
. ___
.
5 ®
. | More
lessons
are entered
upon;. views he presented would be challenged, that help form a spirit world. The same watch, which Col., Dollins had entrusted I
cends until it reaches aji altitude of its | nobler achievements invite the soul and and they ought to be. Men differ in theirf ■process that evolves man's spirit body to him at the time he predicted his wound '
own spiritual density, when by the law of Iits increasing powers, and ultimately it conclusions, as they do, for example, in from his physical, develops a spiritual uni [in the head. According to Dr. Trow*
gravity it is arrested, and forms a “ zone rises to the third. Here, again, the pro-1 their personal appearance. Why should verse from this material one. ThoughlIbridge's statements both wounds were ex
actly in the spots predicted, and but for
of about iso degrees in width; that is, it| cess is repeated on a more advanced scale; they not ? The background of their lives, there never was a more rational idea, one the tourniquet furnished Col. Haynie he
extends about 60 degrees on each side of and when the last lesson has been learned, their experiences, the character and sum more in accord with the inductions, the would have bled to death.
the equator. ” This xone is as subject tol and it rises superior to the earth and its of their thoughts, vary as do the conditions principles and facts of science, and the
“ A colonel told me, two days before ’
law as the earth itself. It is not an im subtle forces, it is gathered home to dwell that enter in and determine the result of teachings of universal nature, yet how few the battle (Shiloh), and when there wasno
in
spirit
worlds
that
are
independent
of
accept
this
ideal
When
one
first
crystal
their surroundings.
material world as some preach. It is
knowledge or even a belief that a conflict
matter, but vastly refined or spiritualized, the earth or any planet. The number] Referring to the great bugbear of the lizes his thoughts concerning the present was so near at hand, that he felt impressed ',4
and none but spiritual senses, whosel and infinitude of these worlds far exceed ages, which he said was the fear of death, life and its logical outgrowth as to the Iwith a feeling that an action was impend*
organs are of the same spiritualized ma-| that of the physical. It is here schooled he contended that “ man makes a death future, the realistic sense of the idea is ing and that he should be seriously wounded
terial, can perceive them; and its scenic,! in the ways of Jehovah until it has ac that nature never made.” The popular apt to startle him into doubting its verity; in the thigh; and asked me for a found*
topographic and vegetative forms, partake quired such wisdom and majesty of being idea was that]death is the veritable king of but, despite all doubts, the facts remain.L quet and how to apply it in order to staunch
“ The spirit world,” says Mr. Davis,
of the same refined, spiritualized nature. that it is capable and ready to assist in the terror—the arch enemy of man—the one
guidance
and
development
of
new
worlds.
“
is
developed by a reverse comple the flow of blood. He appeared so
thing
above
all
others
to
be
dreaded.
The
Bearing this fact in mind, we can in part
Thus
is
its
divine
nature
developed,
until
mentary
action of the materializing pro earnest and yet so courageous that I fur
instinct
of
self-preservation
will
take
care
of
understand the difficulty communicating
it
shines
in
the
heavens
with
a
brightness
cess.”
The
world to which men gravi nished him the article with the necessary
and forever assert itself because it is immi
spirits have to encounter and grapple with,
that
eclipses
the
sun.
But
never
does
it
tate
after
death
is as natural and substan instructions as to its use, and, strange to ’
nent in man; but the fear of death, in
when endeavoring to describe their spirit
say, his apprehensions were realized by ?
homes, which generally ends with: “ There comprehend the whole I There is ever tensified and perpetuated by theology, tial as this, and subject to all the natural his being shot through the thigh in the
laws
that
pertain
to
spirit
life.
It
has
a
the
Infinite
inviting
it
to
put
forth
its
ma
arises
from
ignorance,
which,
as
Shaksis nothing on your earth which for loveli
second charge of his regiment, the ball
ness, refinement and artistic beauty, we jestic power, to engage in yet nobler and peare says, “ Is the curse of God, knowl congenial atmosphere and adapted climate, passing through the outer portion, just
higher
labors
and
pleasures.
Every
fresh
diversified
scenery,
music
and
flowers,
edge, the wing with which we fly to
can refer to in order to convey to yours
seasons of rest and activity, of study and missing the bone, but wounding the irminds anything like an adequate idea ofl achievement does but open out still heaven.”
recreation, societies, developing schools, teria progundo, and his tourniquet being
greater
and
vaster
fields
of
research.
Wherein
can
man
serve
his
kind
more
the exquisite beauty and harmony that!
applied, stopped the loss o( blood. He
Ever
does
it
feel
within
itself
that
it
is
practically or righteously than in seeking disciplinary institutions and educational was promoted to Brigadier general for
prevails here. All on earth is so crude,
and your most lovely, your most refined but a child resting in the bosom and to remove this nightmare of the past, councils. Allotted spaces are apportioned meritorious and gallant conduct on the
and artistic productions are gross and im strength of an Infinite parent, who ever which has so long dominated and para to the crimininally disposed, who are field of battle.
perfect in comparison with ours/' Such invites His children to learn of His ways, lyzed his reason ? What method so con much encircled by dark spheres, watched \ “ I have in my recollection several simi
must, from the nature of things, be the wisdom, power and majesty, thereby in vincing to show this fear of death to be and tended, however, by sympathizing lar cases, coming personally to my obser
case, because the finer the material the creasing their love aqd reverence for Him* without just cause, than by making known missionary spirits; nurseries and training vation, and am not aware of a single case
Thus is given to the world through that what follows the separation from the body, places for children; developing schools
finer the production.
wherein the foreshadowings were not real
The refining and spiritualizing process] much despised, maligned and dontemned at death, of the animating principle; what for the morally weak; hospitals for the ized. The above cited case was that of
power,
Spiritualism,
a
knowledge
of
the
spiritually
deformed,
each
having
proper
occurs
when
man
makes
his
exit
behind
ceases not here. The laws of nature are I
General Haynie. Colonel Dollins, of the
incessantly at work, improving on their hereafter, its conditions and surroundings, the scenes of mortal life—his sensations and judicious attendants, instructors and (81) Regiment Illinois Infantry, predicted
without
the
aid
of
miracle
or
mystery—a
guardians;
while
over
all
Wisdom
guides
and experiences bn realizing his entrance
last efforts, and eliminating a still finer
his wound in the head to me on the morn
material from this already refined zone. blessing and consolation which the world upon another stage of action; in short, Justice reigns, Love prevails. Locomo ing of the assault upon the breastworks at
has
not
hitherto
enjoyed.
tion
ensues
from
will-power;
dwelling
what
death
reveals
to
the
individual
?
And as the process goes on, the finer
Vicksburg and asked me to give him my
The highest aspirations of humanity are
When death, so-called, takes place, places indicate development; clothin< personal attention in case his foreboding
product ascends yet another stage until
encouraged
and
fostered
by
the
blessed
corresponds
to
character;
thought
is
visi
where
is
or
what
becomes
of
that
which
another spiritual zone is formed; and]
prospect of having them ultimately grati the body was known to possess—thought, ble. Situation accords with predisposing should be realized. I promised to see
from this zone is elaborated yet a third.
fied,
if not in this* world, in one highe: intelligence, personality—that which the desire. Association is determined, by him through his troubles, and in the
If the first zone is so exceedingly more]
and
transcendently
more beautiful and scalpel of the anatomist can not find, nor congeniality.
Persons approach each charge he was wounded in the head; bis
refined and spiritualized than the earth, so
harmonious.
The
old
authoritative
com
other
through
mutual
attraction. Moral regiment was repulsed and he was left to
the retort of crucible of the chemist dis
that not even its best productions can be]
die on the ground the enemy had taken.
mand,
“
Thus
far
shalt
thou
go,
and
no
cover—the man stripped of gravitating states are expressed by colors and emana
held up as comparisons, what must be the
To these men the clash of the steele
farther,”
is
supplanted
by
the
angel
com
tions.
Personal
progress
depends
upon
body
?
By
every
law
of
logic
and
philoso
state of perfection, loveliness, and ex
gave
them mystical lore.
mand,
“
Come
up
higher
and
learn
of
the
the
harmonious
cultivation
of
spiritual
phy, the real man i$ in existence. Matter
quisite beauty of the third, which is three
“ And coming events cast their shadow
is indestructible; the correlation of forces graces. As the outer reveals the within
times removed from the earth ? Truly works of thy Creator 1” ,
is not confined to physics; motion and life each is seen as he is, and none can be before. 9”
we may say, that “ eye hath not seen, nor
misjudged. Out of it all is seen that
W hy N ot?
are continuous.
ear heard, neither hath it entered into the
The Problem of Life.
It is no less true than trite that “ all moral qualities forever abide, and that
heart of man ” to conceive the loveliness
[Under the above caption " T h e Delineator presents things, visible or otherwise, are but ex spiritual unfoldment becomes the highest
and beauty of those spiritual homes.
The Springfield Republican arraigns the
pressions of the producing cause; the good.
As these zones have the earth for their this series of wise and sensible suggestions to women:]
churches
for their “ superficial treatment
Have a bonnet to match every costume cause must be reality, or no effects would
foundation, and are in accordance with
T
yp
e-W
ritin
g
and
Love.
of
the
problem
of life.” In an editorial
the aspirations of its inhabitants, they ac when you can jmake it yourself, and rib be produced. Whatever man creates, re
on Mr. Parkhurst’s article in the Afar
presents his thoughts. These creations
company it in its orbit and flight through bon is so fashionable and inexpensive ?
Type-writing has its advantages. For
are the forms of his thoughts; these
space, always bearing the same relation to
Have the bronze buttons on your bodice thoughts are the offspring of his intelli business purposes it is excellent; but it Princeton on “ The Christian Conception
the countries of the earth; so that the
of Property,” it says:
most perfect harmony reigns throughout. go all the way to the collar, and have a gence, his thinking principle.” Whence must be admitted that there is something
The churches are going on in their reg
the
existence
of
this
thinking
principle?
button
and
a
button-hole
in
the
collar,
so
The spiritual bodies of the denizens of
cold and chilling in a friendly letter writ ular way of traditional religion, resting 00
the spirit world bear the same relation to that there will be no necessity for your In the nomenclature of that philosophy ten with this machine. There is a lack
which includes all the phenomena of
doctrines and forms in strange compla
the zone they inhabit as our physical wearing an inharmonious lace-pin ?
nature, it is of the spirit—spiritual. Rea of that personality which is conveyed by cency, disputing now as to the formof
bodies do to the earth. Those who in
Have your collar finished with a side- soning from well-known philosophical the handwriting of a friend. Its effect,
habit the first being denser and grosser
baptism, now as to the future of the im
than the second, can no. more see it than plaiting of narrow ribbon, and a coquettish principles, he extended his conclusions, so used, is distinctly disagreeable; and we
the physical senses can discern theirs. little bow just on one side; it would be based upon the inductions of science, to can hardly imagine any one, however bad penitent; and the work of human regen
the life that follows this; and challenging his hand-writing, being so ill-advised as to eration is as completely untouched by it
Thus spirits from the higher zones may becoming and in good form ?
Have all your underwear hem-stitched, refutation, he affirmed that at the discon employ a type-writer for the purpose of as though Jesus had never lived to con
stand side by side with those of the lower
without the latter being cognizant of the if you can do the work yoUrself and have nection of the spirit from 1the body, the conveying a proposal of marriage—unless, demn such superficial treatment of the
man withdraws or escapes, from the physi indeed, he did so with a deliberate eye to problem of life. They do not go to the
fact. So at spirit circles there may be a plenty of time ?
Have sufficient personality to arrange cal man through the front top of the head, breaking off the engagement—if formed bottom of things at all, and make it their
large company of spiritual visitants, and
the controlling spirit, if he be of a lower your hair as is most becoming, even if it is the coronal region, and always presents a —since it would be impossible for a plain work to revolutionize society, to arouse it
counterpart of the human, a perfect like tiff to swear to his hand-writing. There to a sense of the gross injustice on which
plane, may be ignorant of their presence, not la Mode’s latest caprice ?
and communicate to that effect, and still
Have sufficient knowledge of what ness existing between the natural form would be no flavor of romance about it is based, and whose fruits they, as well
be speaking the truth to the best of his ought to be to refrain from wearing fancy and the form and structure of his spirit-1them, but a hard matter-of-factness which as the veriest worldlings, are sharing and
body, which is no less natural than the would chill the warmest affection. The perpetuating.
ability. But the higher can' always see hair-pins on the street ?
When Dr. Parkhurst
the lower.
(
Have your walking suit, if you are stout, former, with senses corresponding to all i most unreadable hieroglyphics would be plainly tells the woman whose cheapnes
In changing from a lower to a higher made of smooth cloth in a dark shade, as external senses.
preferable to the hardness of type. The she marvels at that she is thereby an ac
zone, the act is not accompanied by a that will apparently lessen your size ?
The essences and emanations that are I orderly arrangement of letters would con*- complice in the degradation of some poor
scene similar to our change from the
Have a little more patience with people evolved from the physical body constitute ] vey nothing of the passion, the devotion, sewing woman, he strikes with the lance
physical to the spiritual. There is no when they try to do their best, even if they the clothing, or body, of the interior man. or love which can be shown by irregular of truth down through the sham of the
worn-out casket to shuffle off and leave (ail?
The newly promoted individual finds him-1 and hasty writing, and which even a blot social fabric, and we see on what gross
behind. The change is gradual. Even
Have an improver in each of your self possessed of all his original faculties serves to heighten. We are convinced wrong our civilization rests. When he
with us, who are inhabiting the densest skirts, so that will not be changing ?
and powers, and amid conditions that are that no jury would give damages against a says, “ So long as the capitalist and the
bodies we ever shall, a gradual change
Have white knitted Saxony lace put on as natural as those he left behind.
lady who broke off her engagement be wage-worker are only coming to a clearer
may be effected in our constitutions from a white wool dressing-jacket ? It will be so
The average moral man, who, irre cause her love letters were printed by
understanding of their prerogatives as
the gross and sensual to one of delicacy, pretty.
spective of all creeds and dogmas, is dis type-writer.
against each other, they are only making
by cultivating the virtues and a judicious
Have the wisdom of the serpent in posed to help others as well as himself;
plainer the line of separation between
selection of food. In this process the choosing gowns, 'if you are not to have who contributes his full quota to the hap
A remarkable invention has been re them,” he hits the secret of all failures to
finer elements are used, and the grosser many; and select those that will be in piness of all; whose normal nature ex cently patented by ayoung lady, Miss Gen reconcile the two since the world was.
eliminated and got rid of. So it is with harmony with you and your surroundings presses itself in deeds of kindness, good
The reforms all start from the outside.
them; by cultivating their better and at all times ?
ness, usefulness, etc., such breathes an eva Armstrong. It is an adjustable trough They reach no deeper. The stream can
for
stock
cars
by
which
animals
in
transit
Have the wit to make the best of every atmosphere refreshing in its purity; he
higher nature they gradually eliminate the
not rise above its fount. There must be
gross elements of their spiritual organiza thing, from an old gown to a bit of lace ? opens his eyes upon landscapes more pict can be fed and watered as easily and by a revival of religion from the basis of the
the
same
means
as
the
engine.
At
present
Have
one
of
the
new
red
cloaks,
if
they
tion, until it attains a finer quality than
uresque and beautiful than ever he looked
teachings of Jesus, from the one brother
the zone they inhabit; when, by the law are becoming; for if a good quality of upon before. He sees and recognizes Miss Armstrong is one of the faculty of hood o f all men as children of a common
of gravity, they rise to the next, which is cloth is purchased, it can be dyed and fnends and relatives, who take charge of Elmira Female College. The official Father. Everything we do must start
in harmony with their spiritual body, and re-dyed and still preserve a good appear and attend to his special needs. If they gazette of the Patent Office gives Elmira, from a consideration of its effect on the
are such as require a period of perfect Chemung county, as her residence. For welfare of others before it can start right.
aspirations of their being. The third and ance ?
Have your handkerchief marked with rest, as in cases of prolonged and severe several years she has had charge of the de The question before us is: Shall the pro
highest zone of this earth is not the ulti
mate abode of the soul, else must hu an initial rather than' your full name, as it illness, anj adapted asylum receives him. partment of vioce-culture in the college, fessed disciples of Jesus cany out his
In the great majority of cases, one at as, in addition to her other gifts, Miss
manity in time become stagnant for want is considered better taste ?
Have small, close-fitting white linen tends, fully conscious—an interested ob Armstrong is a fine singer and musician. gospel, or shall they leave it to the blind
of a higher purpose, and new spiritual
and ignorant gropings of those who do
cuffs; which when looked for are visible, server—the funeral services over his own
hights to attain.
not know him, to their rebellion against
but
not
aggressively
noticeable
?
body.
He
finds
that
his
moral
condition
“
When
at
eve
at
the
bounding
of
the
The earth is the schoolhouse in which
society ?”
Have rings that fit your fingers so that and spiritual status determine his condi landscape, the heavens appear to recline
the soul is individualized, and tutored in
the subtle powers that control its earthly they will not slide up and down in a tion and surroundings there; that the so slowly on the earth, imagination pic
The South
— American s put up sausages
“ civil-service” law gives place to the tures beyond the horizon an asylum of m bark. Concerning this, no comment
tenement, the body, which it must ghostly fashion ?
In
fact,
why
not
have
everything
as
it
moral service code. He passes for what hope—a native land of love; and nature is necessary, only to say that the South
achieve, ere it has more important tasks
and duties assigned
a little | should be, for a very little trouble on your he is exactly worth, sees himself—and seems to repeat silently that man is im Americans desire to preserve even
others see him—as he is, without any dis mortal.”
child in its first efforts to walk, there are •part will 1-.sure satisfactory results ?
of the dog.—Arkansas Traveler.
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| may degenerate into the ludicrous.
Take, for exam ple, the case o f the eld e r
who mas invited to pray o n the day after
a battle, and who said,— " O h ! L o rd , I
■ ever see such a day as it was yesterday,
mot, Fnurtii*. AL*arevia Cm h
and I don’t believe you ever did!** O r,
take the case of the minister givin g praise S H O R M I A N L> A N D C A L IC B A F H T E A C H E R .
at harvest tim e:— “ W e thank T h e e , O h I
Lord, for T h y great bo u n ty,* said h e; I
H ISS GEORGIA HALL
“ we thank T h e e for the fine w eather; we
thank Thee for the bountiful harvest, an d
At i l l Seventh Street, j ; j : O t k k i L
that Thou hast enabled us to gather in the
wheat throughout all this district— with the
exception o f Farm er M ill’s little three- M a s . R. A. R O B IN SO N ,
cornered patch down in the hollow not
P S Y C H O M E T R IZ E R A !-D T E S T M E D IU M .
worth mentioning. ”
Dean Ram sey— if we rem em ber rightly
Seventeenth Street,
— tells a yet better story o f the sam e kin d.
A Highland minister, having been re
Bctv
M i M M d Valencia, San f i u d
quested by his flock to pray for better
weather, and being at the same tim e
warned to be cautious in presenting his Y | t S . J. J. W H IT N E Y ,
The weU-kno
petition, because the last tim e he had
prayed (or better weather it had becom e C L A IR V O Y A N T , C L A IR A U D IE N T A N D T R A N C E
M E D IU M .
worse, thus expressed him self:— “ An* noo,
Lord, I hae a petition to present, but I
Is now I cated at N o. :so Sixth street.
maun be unco wary o* the wordin’ o ’t.
S an F uanc
Ye ken, lo r d , the kittle state the craps are
$1.00.
Sittings daily.
all in. Just send us a soughin’, southern,
cretin’ breeze a s ll sea the stree, an* wanna
L O C U T IO N .
harm the h eed ; for if ye send a team in ’, E
reevin’, thunderin’ storm as y e did the
L O L A C O L L IN .
lost tune I prayed for gud weather, y e l l
G R A D U A T E O F T H E BO STO N SC H O O L O F
play the very m isch ief wi* the aits, and
E L O C U T IO N A N D E X P R E S S IO N ,
airly spoil all! ”

Affectation is the aping o f another, the
assuming to be what a person is not,
and is always an evidence o f weakness and
vanity. It is a confession that one is not
what he desires to be, and that he wishes]
to be esteemed above what he deserves. I
A person who is self-reliant, and willing to I
appear to be what he really is, is always]
natural, and appears in his own true char
acter. Affectation can not be concealed j
from persons o f discernment, and always
lowers an individual in their estimation.
If one by real worth can lift himself to a]
higher intellectual and social level, then
it becomes natural to him, and to act in
harmony with his true position is entirely
proper. Every man should be true to
himself, and should develop and maintain
his own individuality. God made men
different; and he intends them to be
different. Instead, then, o f aping others,
every man should endeavor to develop his
own talent and bring it to the highest pos
sible degree o f perfection.
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We consider lhe volume a most readable and
useful compilation, in which the taste and ability
of the able writer has been fully illustrated. Mr.
Owen is editor of the San Jose Mercury, one of
the leading newspapers of the State; edited with
great tact and good management, and coiulocted
with care and marked clear-headed judgment.
H is writings are always readable, terse, vigorous
and clear-cut, and in the choice little volume
before us, he gives us the very best flowers culled
from the bouquet which his mind and brain have
combined together.—S p irit o f the Times.
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It is calculated to elevate the mind above thel
No. 523 Kearny Street,
mere greed for gain and momentary pleasures,!
and cause the thoughts to run in a more elevated]
Plans, drawings and estimates
S am F rancisco ,
C al
channel. * * 9 It contains some magnifi
cent gems, and is of that character that will
for working ores by any process.
command a place among the literature of the
What is the use of paying five land six dollars per dozen
lay.—Pioneer.
No. 813 Bush Street,
San Francisco.
As to the contents of the book we can not] !for Cabinet Photographs, on Montgomery and Market
janaj-tf
M . B. D odge ,
speak too much praise. The selections are prin streets, when the very best work can be obtained at this
cipally made up from the best things which nave
143 Fremont St., San Francisco.
M RS. S. SEIPi
for several years been written for the Mercury by Gallery for half the price.
Mr. Owen. It is a collection of the beautiful I Children's Cabinet Pictures taken by the instantaneous
1910 Market Street,
thoughts—thoughts characteristic of the culti
A f i t K T — Seod a n cents postage, and we will
vated mind and warm heart of the author,! process for three dollars per dozen; and, no matter how * *
* 1 A • mail y o u f r e e a royal, v a lu a b le , sample
C L A IR V O Y A N T A N D PS Y C H O M E T R IST .
box
of goods that will put you in the way of making m o r e
clothed in the purest and best English. Mr.] restless, a good likeness guaranteed. *
3
m o n e y at once, th an anytning else in America. Botn sexes
Readings from Rock, Letter, or giving age and sex. Owen, as a writer, has few equals on the Coast,|
of all ages can live at borne and work in spare time, or all
Sittings daily, $(.00 Circles, Tuesday, Thursday and Sun* and his “ Sunday T alks’* were penned in his]
the time. Capital not required. We w ill start you. Im
'E N T 'S F U R N ISH IN G GOODS EM PORIUM .
day, a j cents.
mense p a y sure for those who start at once.' S t i n s o n &
happiest vein.—Footlight.
Co., Portland, Maine.
The compilation brings before us, in a compact!
M R S . M . J. H E N D E E ,
form, the talented author’s best and noblest
M en's, Youths' and Boys'
Q L E N HAVEN SANITARIUM .
thoughts on life and morals. Nothing in quiet!
O f San Francisco,
hours will give more food for wholesome reflec
open Winter xnd Summer. All forms of
P S Y C H 0 M E T R 1ST , M E T A P H Y SIC IA N A N D MAG tion than one of Bro. Owen’s essays.— Gilroy\ R E A D Y M A D E ^ C U S T O M
D iseases and Deformities successfully treated.
Advocate.
N E T IC H E A L E R , T E S T A N D B U SIN E SS
M ED IU M .
Sittings daily. Automatic writing developed in one sit
ting, at 475- hrr.ti
Ninth street, Oakland, from 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
T JR . T . C. KELLEY,
M A G N E T IC H E A L E R ,

A

The volume is made up of short editorials on
thoughtful topics culled from the columns of the
author’s newspaper, which tell of studious application and observation, written in a pleasing
and interesting style, and full of good “ meat,”
with the intent of benefiting their minds.—Carson Appeal.
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things, attended in an extensive and sure!
trations of the editorial tripod.-—.?. F . Post.
manner to his preservation, and to the
Bro! Owen’s ability a$ *a prose and verse writer |
B y Lock of Hair, Letter or Picture.
development of his faculties. Science is
is unquestionably of a high order, and in thus
to him the eye arid the light, which en | Will answer calls to lecture.
937 Mission Street, grouping a. number of his best productions into a
C U T O F L A D IE S ’ V E ST .
compact and handy little volume, he has con
able him to discern clearly and accurately
S an F rancisco .
71
ferred a favor on many of the Mercury's readers,
all the objects with which he is conversant,
who, like ourselves, have read and appreciated
and hence by an enlightened man is meant
the “ Sunday Talks,” and from them, perhaps,
M R S . R E ID ,
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a learned and well-informed man. With
have been led to form a higher and more enno
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bling idea of the mission and duties of mankind.
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who had been shipwrecked, said to his]
things, a neat and attractive way which makes
rhe mind the all-important fact that
them readable and easily assimilated and I
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nave a large circulation.— IVatsonville Pajaprotection against disease, and cure
Diagnosis and healing disease a specialty.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
for the same now known. We have
We have read the “ Sunday Talks” and shall I
had experience to warrant all we say
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San Francisco.
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to what we publish, from their own
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expression o f the thoughts of a manly man to his
experience.
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fellow man.—Monterey Californian.
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rio rvoKtl hM e 4 ljr ,
S t tree i f t taaimfl ic> pW f amf glory,
n o t h t n e t d far away,
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No f a r of parting and no dread of dying
Could ever enter there:
No mourning for the lost, no anguished crying.
Made any (ace less fair.
Without the city’s wails Death reigned as ewer.
And graves rose side by side;
Within the people laughed a t hit endeavor.
And never any died.
O happiest of all earth’s (avoted places!
O bliss to dwell therein!
To live in the sweet light of loving faces
And (ear no grave between!
To feel no deetfadaep growing cold and colder.
Disputing Lire’s warm truth;
To live on never lonelier nor older.
Radiant fat deathless youth.
And hurrying from the world's remotest quartets,
A title of pilgrims flowed
Across broad plains and over mighty waters
To find that blest abode.

A PRIZE.

And there they lived in happiness and pleasure.
And grew in power and pride.
And did great deeds and laid np stores of treasure.
And neves any died.
And many yean rolled on and saw them striving
With unabated breath;
And other years still found and left them living.
And gave rio hope of death.
Yet f a t a , hapless soul, whom angels pity.
Craving a boon like this;
,
Mark how the dwellers of the wondrous city
Grew weary of their bliss.
One and another who had been concealing
The pain of life’s long thrall.
Forsook their pleasant'places and came stealing
Outside the city's walk.
Caving with wish that brooked no more denying.
So long had it been crossed.
The blessed possibility of dying—
The treasure they had lost!
Daily the current of rest-sec king mortals
Swelled to a broader tide.
T ill none were left within the city's portals.
And graves grew green outside.
Would it be worth the having or the giving.
The boon of endless breath?
Ah, for the weariness that comes of living
There b no cure but death!
Oats were, indeed, a fate deserving pity
Were that sweet rest denied;
Aad few, methmIts, would care to find the city
Where never any died!
" B oston T r a n scr ipt ."

E soteric.
Art is fine, but love is finer;
Can yon paint a soul?
What if beauty is diviner.
Fragment or the whole?
Song is sweet, but love is sweeter;
Was there e'er a hymn
Thatfor compass and for meter.
Bowed the seraphim?
Thought is great, but love is greater;
Who can search out truth?
Love alone is revela tor,
Love b love, in sooth.
— R ich ar d R e a l f .

W h a t is th e U se?
What b the use of this impetuous haste?
The end b certain. Let us take our time
And hoard the vital forces that we waste
Before our day has reached its golden prime.
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I ask not, ohl my God, for worldly fame.
For love, for fortune, for the thousand things
My neighbor's restless prayers forever claim.
Vexing thine ear with vain impoitunings;
All these may pass, nor will they pass lamented;
Give me the moon and I will rest contented.
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And soon in the distance a city shone fair;
“ Look yonder," he said, " there it glea nut"
But a Iasi for the hopes that were doomed to despair,
It was only the Kingdom of Dreams.
Then the next main I asked was a gay cavalier,
And he said: " Follow me, follow me."
And with laughter and song we went speeding along
By the shores of life's beautiful sea.
Till we came to a vale more tropical far
Than the wonderful Vale of Cashmere.
And I saw from a bower a face like a flower
Smile out on the gay cavalier,
And he said: U We have come to humanity's goal—
Here love and delight are intense."
But alas! and alas! for the hope of my soul—
It was only the Kingdom of Sense.

H E C A R R IE R DOVE.

An Illustrated Monthly Magazine, devoted to Spiritualism
and Reform.

So let us take our time in youth’s fair bowers.
The Summer season b so brief at best;
Let us look on the stars and pluck the flowers,
And when our feet grow weary let ns rest.

In the dawn of the day, when the sea and the earth
Reflected the sunrise above,
I set forth, with a heart full of courage and mirth.
To seek for the Kingdom of Love.
1 asked of a poet I met on the way
Which cross-road would lead me aright.
And he said: “ Follow me, and 'ere long you will see
Its glbteuing turrets of lights."
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